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I  A M  C O U N T R Y S I D E 1 Spring brings new chicks to our home.  2 Apple pie is 
a favorite in our home. With brown sugar, flour, butter, 
and flaxseed to give it a crumb top finish. I often add little  
decorative touches to my pies. The art of pie making is so 
therapeutic during a busy week.  3 These little piggies are the 
cutest little piggies you ever did see.  4 Hannah with a home-
baked treat.
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Follow Hannah’s homesteading journey at 
instagram.com/muddyoakhenhouse

HEY Y’ALL! I’M HANNAH MCCLURE of 
Muddy Oak Hen House. I’m here to share 
a glimpse into our homestead, my family, 

and a little bit about myself. As a homemaker, wife, 
and mother of four, needless to say I stay busy. 

 Born and raised a California gal, farming and homestead-
ing never really crossed my mind. Though I did grow up 
spending summers in the South with my granny and papa, 
who always canned, grew their own vegetables, and lived 
self-sufficiently, it wasn’t until I moved out on my own (and 
into a more northern part of the states) that a self-sufficient 
lifestyle started to appeal to me. It started with canning and 
learning to bake and cook from scratch. These simple steps 
became the start of a lifestyle my granny and papa had 
shown me bits of, all through my childhood. A lifestyle I 
have become quite fond of and long to get even further into. 

 Here at Muddy Oak Hen House, we raise hens for fresh 
eggs year-round and hogs for our own consumption — 
also for family and friends upon request during the spring 
and summer months. We also grow a large-scale garden 
seasonally to provide fresh produce to eat fresh and can. 
In the garden, you will find a wide range of produce from 
tomatoes and peppers to potatoes and garlic. With tomatoes 
being the veggie I am best at growing (and canning). 

 Spring, summer, and fall are our busiest seasons. Spring 
here is planning and prepping the garden plot for planting 
around Memorial Day, a deep cleaning of the coop, and 
tidying up flower and herb beds for the seasons to come. 
While we jump at every opportunity to be outdoors, many 
cold and rainy days keep us busy indoors enjoying the 
last bit of comfort food cooking and fresh baked goodies 
that fill our home with that good ’ol home cooked aroma. 

 I, myself, am a bit of an old soul. I enjoy vintage, 
handmade, and unique things. I am a fan of pottery, 
music, tea, photography, exploring new places, and 
listening to the rain fall onto tin. I sew and quilt as a 
hobby. I much enjoy baking and cooking from scratch. 
Especially pies … and most sweet treats. I often photo-
graph our little slice of the world and the foods in it. It is 
my way of capturing time in a glass bottle so to speak. 

 For me, Muddy Oak Hen House is so much more 
than just about the hens. It’s more than what we raise 
and grow. It is a lifestyle. It is learning, growing, and 
teaching. Perhaps my favorite part of our lifestyle and 
adventures is the family and friends, and inspiring those 
around us. Whether near or far, new to this lifestyle, day 
dreaming about someday living more self-sufficiently 
on your own homestead, or a seasoned homesteader … 
I hope our small farm and homestead inspires.

— Hannah McClure
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1 Our flock had originally started with 30 chick-
ens. More recently, the flock has 63 hens and 
three roosters, which will be the largest amount 
of chickens we have housed in the hen house.  
2 The desire for fresh, colorful eggs is what began 
Muddy Oak Hen House.  3 Wordy pies when I’m 
feeling punny.  4 Spring brings new chicks to our 
homestead. Most often, they are bought local. 
Though I am known for bringing back chicks from 
Arkansas when we visit. And on occasion in the 
search of rare breeds, I have them shipped to us.   
5 In late April or early May, we move in hogs. 
We get our hogs through a local Amish gen-
tleman when they are roughly 30-40 lbs. This 
began when our oldest daughter started taking 
market hogs in 4-H. All three younger boys have 
grown up with hogs. Thomas (pictured here) is 
always most excited when we pick up our hogs 
in the spring.  6 This cupboard is only part of my 
canned goods. Many of the pints and quarts are 
filled with produce we’ve grown in our garden. 
The rest are bought as seconds from local farms.  
7 Ohhh, let them be little!
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Countryside :: a letter to readers

Ann Tom  
Editor, Countryside

HELLO FELLOW COUNTRYSIDERS!
I’d like to introduce myself as the new 

editor of Countryside, although I’m hardly 
new to the Countryside universe. I was hired 
by JD and Diane Belanger in January, 1996 
and have done a little bit of everything — 
from schlepping truckloads of magazines, 
books, renewals, and invoices to the post 
office (often with two of JD’s goats along 
for the ride) to helping guide the maga-
zine’s editorial direction. It’s been a great 
journey so far and I’m looking forward to 
continuing my journey with all of you! 

When I’m not working on the maga-
zine, you’ll find me in my gardens, ice 
fishing, camping, hunting, or cooking, 
grilling, and trying new concoctions in 
my smoker. I’m a true Wisconsinite.

But back to you. Countryside is and always 
will be a community magazine. I want to 
make sure your voices are reflected in these 
pages now and in the future. If you have an 
idea or story to share, a question to ask, or 
maybe an answer to a question, I want to 
hear from you. Do you have a favorite family, 

barnyard, or pet photo? I would love to see 
them! Let’s keep this YOUR magazine and 
support the Countryside community together!
You may send your thoughts to:

Countryside Editor
P.O. Box 566
Medford, WI 54451
Or email: editor@countrysidemag.com

I can’t wait to hear from you!

FROM THE  
EDITOR
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Country Conversation & Feedback
Contact us at: P.O. Box 566, Medford, WI 54451; editor@countrysidemag.com

Old Blue

This old truck has been in our family 
since 1964. My aunt Elsa immigrated 
from Germany as a young lady and was 
sponsored by a relative who owned a farm 
in Nebraska. She has resided in Cozad, 
Nebraska ever since. The F-100 was used 
weekly to check on the farm and meet 
friends at the local garage for BBQ (a 
special thank you to the garage guys for 
keeping Old Blue running like a champ).

“Tante” Elsa decided to give this special 
truck to our family under one condition; a 
photo in the pasture of its new home. So the 
F-100 made its way from Cozad, Nebraska 
to Myakka City, Florida. We raise Pied-
montese beef cattle so I thought it would 
be nice to take a photo of Old Blue with 
our full blood Piedmontese bull, Arno.

Pickup trucks are a great part of farming 
history in America. I am honored that 
Aunt Elsa has given us this truck for 
our farm! And no, Old Blue is not for 
sale. We consider this piece of history 
our most precious family heirloom!

God Bless America, farmers, 
and our heritage! Thank you for 
your wonderful magazine.

—Acorn Hollow Farms 
 - Andrea and Jeff Parson,  

Myakka City, Florida

Pickup trucks are a great part of 
farming history in America.
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“Good conversation is as stimulating as black coffee, and just as hard to sleep after.” – Anne Morrow Lindbergh

Missing the 
Country Life

I grew up in South West 
Missouri on a rural piece of 
property where I ran barefoot 
with my dog(s) for nearly every 
moment of my childhood. 
We kept mostly chickens but 
dabbled in goats, rabbits, 
pigs, and cows. I married a 
traveling bagpiper when I was 
19, and we have seen most of 
the country, with our dogs and 
horses in tow! We have enjoyed 
a very unconventional and 
old-fashioned life for years and 
spent much time teaching and 
driving our horses, camping, 
working with our hands (I am 
a zealous seamstress, crafter, and artist; my husband 
does leatherwork, gunsmithing, and really everything 
else!), and seeing everywhere from Alaska to Maine.

About four years ago, we moved to Maryland to 
care for my husband’s aging parents. We are doing 
what we think is right, but are truly NOT well-suited 
to living in a “normal,” somewhat suburban setting. 
We had to part with our beloved horses, most of our 
goats, and are down to one collie dog. I have managed 

to smuggle in six or so chickens and a couple of goats 
(though the number has ranged as high as six, which 
happens fast with triplets!) that I use for milking and 
fiber, and am liable to try a pony or rabbits! I also keep 
an awful jungle that I shamefully confess is referred to 
as a garden! We still own our 40 acres with an off-grid, 
truck box-cabin in Missouri, but we spend most of our 
time here, where there are too many people and rules!

 We DO have three dear children (6, 5, and 7 months) 
to keep us busy, as we are homeschooling! They are 

enjoying all the benefits of living in 
a community (like neighbors you 
can see from your porch), while 
still collecting eggs barefooted and 
making forts out of hay bales, as well 
as learning how to canoe and crab (as 
we are fortunate enough to live on the 
water!). Our family definitely sticks 
out like a sore thumb here, but we 
have many lovely friends and enjoy 
throwing casual potlucks, and having 
people stare open-mouthed at us when 
we take a goat trick-or-treating!

 I have drawn comics and cartoons 
for many years, but mostly just for 
friends and family. As a rural gal with 
a quirky sense of humor and plenty 
of manure on my own Sloggers, 
my cartoons are typically farmy, 
outdoorsy, and full of critters!

 
- Emma McDonald Taylor
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Countryside :: conversation

The Man 
Who Caught 
the Big Cat

I grew up in 
the hills of West 
Virginia. I was 
about 11 years old 
before I could go 
fishing much, and 
about 13 before 
I could go any 
distance from 
home. I never 
knew anyone 
to catch much 

in the way of eatin’ fish and I was told that fishermen 
had a way of “stretchin” things, so I naturally thought 
that anyone was lying when they said they caught 
fish. I never caught anything but a few small bluegills 
and “red” bream, much like a red belly except red 
all over. I also caught a few “chubs” — a fish sort of 
like a rainbow trout. I had caught a few nice fish but 
I had never caught a real BIG fish. I had been fishing 
for years and still had dreams of catching a big fish.

I bought a piece of land in Florida in 1969. It was 
small and near the Ocala National Forest. Now there 
is fishing for you! The U.S. Army Corp of Engineers 
built a dam on the Oklawaha River above Salt Springs, 
known as the Rodman Dam. I went fishing there in 
July, 1969. I hooked a big channel cat that I guessed at 
30 pounds, but he got off. I probably over-guessed him 
but he was a nice one. All I could talk about afterward 
was going back. I finally made it back in October of 
that year and tried for a big one. I landed a catfish after 
maybe 15 minutes of hard fighting and he weighed 
20¾ pounds. This didn’t get it out of my system — it 
aggravated the condition. I couldn’t wait to go back.

I went back at the first chance, I won’t say oppor-
tunity, it was the first chance. I had three days off 
for Thanksgiving in 1969 and I headed for Florida 
as soon as I got off work. I went to Rodman Dam 
about 10 o’clock the next morning but couldn’t 
get to my favorite spot because men were work-
ing on the grounds around the landing. I crossed 
over the dam and went downstream to where a 
small creek led down through the swamp.

I threw out toward the middle of the river. I had a 
piece of shiner for bait, about the size of my fist, and 
I had a saltwater outfit with a 46 lb. test line. I put the 
reel in free spool and set the “clicker” on and told 
the woman fishing next to me if she heard the reel 

singing to let me know. I was goofing off and watch-
ing other people catch fish. After about 10 minutes, 
I heard the reel go buz-z-z-z. The woman said, “You 
got a bite.” I said, “Yeah, I think I heard it. ” The line 
had gone slack then, I reached down and picked up 
the rod and took up all the slack and then the line 
sort of started off slow and steady. I yanked back as 
hard as I could and nothing happened. The woman 
asked, “Did you get him?” I said, “I don’t know. I 
think I’m hung up.” About that time I felt a powerful 
surge, as the fish moved off. I yelled, “I got him!”

What followed was hard to believe, it was like having 
a young calf on the line. The fish began moving to my 
right and I set the star drag a little loose to keep from 
breaking the line. The rod was arched into a rainbow 
shape and I was leaning back. A crowd began to gather 
but I was too busy fighting to look around. Someone 
wanted to grab the line, but I knew better as I stepped 
into the water and then someone wanted to grab me.

A man ran for his movie camera, all the while I was 
fighting the fish. I felt a sharp pain in my left shoulder, 
I had sprained a muscle. More people came up. The 
line was singing but I began to gain. I finally got him 
up to where I could net him. A man stepped up and 
asked if he could help, I told him “Yes, hand me the 
net.” I got the net but the fish saw me, and with 8 
feet of rod plus 8 feet of line he simply took off and 
he was out of reach, 16 feet away. It began all over 
again. I brought him back and the man said “Can I 
help?” I said, “Yes, try to net him when I get him back 
around.” The water turned white and flew everywhere. 
I asked, “What happened?” and with disbelief in his 
almost whisper he said, “He won’t go in the net.”

I hadn’t seen much except the belly of the fish so 
far and I realized what I might have ahold of. My 
net was 16 inches across the rim! Back out he went 
again to deep water. I brought him back and the man 
said, “Now whatcha want me to do?” I said, “I’ll 
bring him back around and you try to net him.”

Someone said I had an eel, another said a turtle. 
By this time, I saw it was a big, black lookin’ cat-
fish. I told the man, “Try to slip the net over his 
tail. I am afraid we’re going to loose him.”

The man slipped the net over the fish’s tail and about 
half way up his body. I laid the rod down and grabbed 
the fish’s gills, and together we slid the huge cat up on 
the sand bar. People just kind of faded back and some 
of them screamed. I looked around and it looked like 
a baptizing service — there were people everywhere. I 
tried to rest and stop shaking. Some began to guess the 
weight of the big fish. One said 22 pounds, I said 30, and 
someone else said 35. A young man used my camera 
and took a picture as I held the fish up. The other man 
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had gotten back with his movie camera by then, and he 
got the picture-taking scene on film, plus a picture of 
me and the fish. Another young man brought a piece of 
ski rope to use as a stringer as mine wasn’t big enough. 
I tied the big fish up, baited my hook again, threw 
out, and walked over to look at my catch. I, as well as 
others, couldn’t believe it. Different people came by to 
look at the fish and have their picture taken with it.

I have seen days at the Rodman that I couldn’t catch 
fish. Absolutely nothing. That gives you an idea of 
luck. I went on with my fishing and that evening when 
I picked up to leave, I went back to get my fish. The 
group of people fishing there now did not know of my 
earlier catch and the ones talking about me catching 
nothing could hardly believe what they saw. “Look 
what a fish that man’s got!” they said. People began 
stopping me to take pictures. An official of the Corps 
of Engineers from Palatka, Florida took a picture.

I took my fish to Johntry’s Store in Salt Springs to 
have it weighed. Carson Johntry found a pair of cotton 
scales and we finally weighed the fish. He weighed 
50 pounds and measured 42 inches long. I didn’t 
give Carson my name — he knew my face, not my 
name. I wanted to freeze the fish as I had a few more 

people to show him to. I should have asked Carson 
to register the fish but instead went to Ocala and had 
the fish frozen. I got a write-up in two newspapers 
and pictures were displayed in many stores.

I didn’t go back to Florida for another five 
months and when I walked into Johntry’s 
Store, the first thing Carson said was, “I guess 
you know you ate a $3,000 catfish!”

I didn’t know what to say! First prize for all 
tackle records in 1969 was $1,000 cash plus $1,900 
worth of prizes. I had lost it all by not register-
ing the fish. Some people remembered me from 
before and asked, “Aren’t you the man that 
caught the big cat?” and I told them, “Yes.”

I never caught a bragging size fish before, but I 
was king for a day, the day I caught the big cat. I have 
been back since then but only succeeded in getting 
a few good bites. It takes a mighty big fish to excite 
me much now. There has been other big cat caught 
at Rodman, but mine was the biggest so far. In and 
around the Ocala National Forest, I am still referred 
to as, “The Man Who Caught the Big Catfish.”

— Porky Parkins, West Virginia

Countryside  
is simply the best 

 for me, with  
realistic and  

practical home 
solutions to a 

 number of  
pertinent  

challenges we  
meet in our  
daily living. 

— Norbert R. Cgabata

QUESTION OF THE MONTH:

It’s almost time to celebrate Mom and Dad. 
 (Mother’s Day, May 12 — Father’s Day, June 16) 

What are your favorite memories 
 or traditions you share  

with your folks? 

Send your reflections to:
Countryside Editor

P.O. Box 566
Medford, WI 54451

Or email to: editor@countrysidemag.com
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homesteading :: root cellar

How the 
Freeman Family 
Constructed  
Their Own 
Root Cellar
BY SUSIE KEARLEY

IN BUCKINGHAMSHIRE, ENGLAND, Ali Freeman 
and her family farm an impressive eight-acre small-
holding with a menagerie of animals and abundant 

vegetable plots. I went to meet them in August and was 
very impressed by the root cellar, which they’d built 
themselves. If you’re looking for a great way for storing 
vegetables through the winter, this could be the answer! 

It was a year earlier when I first visited the small-
holding — their root cellar was just starting to take 
shape. The foundations were in place and I could see 
the beginnings of the walls, made from sandbags filled 
with soil and stones. When I returned the following 
August, the construction was complete, and inside, the 
root cellar was cool and ready for preserving food. 

The root cellar was constructed four feet deep into 
the ground. “I’d dig deeper if I did it again, for better 
temperature control,” says Connor, the green- fin-
gered member of the family who grows most of the 
vegetables. Inside, the family stores their potatoes, 
swede, turnips, and other root crops after harvesting. 

When the root cellar walls were completed, 
they put soil over the structure, and then planted 
it with wildflowers, so from the outside it looks 
like a natural mound with a door in the side. The 

wildflowers looked amazing in the spring, but 
the hot summer in Europe took its toll, so they 
looked more like dried flowers by August! 

CONSTRUCTION OF THE ROOT CELLAR 
“The root cellar was born from Google and YouTube,” 

explains Ali, Connor’s mom. “Many of our mad ideas 
come from the internet! The concept of a root cellar 
is to dig partially into the ground and cover the bit 
above ground with soil. This keeps the storage area 
cool all summer and above freezing all winter. It’s 
worked well, with an average temperature of between 
40 and 50 degrees F all year round. Because it’s partly 
subterranean, it’s quite damp, with relatively high 
humidity, therefore making poor conditions for chicken 
feed storage but perfect storage conditions for all root 
crops. We store our potato harvest in it, along with 
carrots, swede, parsnips, and celeriac. It’s also the 
perfect environment for buckets of chicory for forcing.” 

Ali and the Freeman clan dug a circular hole about 
10 feet across and four feet deep. “This was filled with 
a four inch layer of road stone base, tamped down 
firm,” Ali explains, “followed by a couple of inches 
of large gravel. This ensures that any water getting 
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“Regardless of your lot in life, build something beautiful on it.” — Zig Zigler

in has somewhere to drain away. 
We then lined the sides with 
some really long sheets of silage 
wrap, which eventually were 
wrapped up and over the finished 
structure for waterproofing.” 

The doorposts were set in 
concrete and the door was hung 
in place. Then construction of the 
walls began: bags of soil were laid 
on top of one another, like bricks, 
to create the walls and roof. 

Ali explains: “Each bag was 
positioned on a fabricated tin sheet 
slider so they could be adjusted 
before pulling the tin out. We 
laid gravel under the bags on the 
bottom two layers of the wall, to 
prevent moisture wicking up. We 
also included a couple of lengths 
of drain pipe vertically, to provide 
airflow. The pipes went right up 
and out the top of the root cellar 
through the soil covering.” 

How did they ensure there was 
no slippage between the bags? They 
used a ring of barbed wire between 
each layer. “This helped to prevent 
the bags slipping once they were 
put in position,” Ali explains. 

The root cellar 
was constructed 

four feet deep 
into the ground. 
“I’d dig deeper if 
I did it again, for 

better temperature 
control,” 

 says Connor.
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The bags were then firmly packed 
down, so they butted up close. 
“This makes the whole structure 
really strong,” says Ali. “This 
build method is used extensively 
in Asia to construct typhoon 
shelters and other emergency 
accommodations, as they will 
withstand pretty much anything!” 

What were the greatest chal-
lenges? “Making the arch over 
the door was a bit fiddly,” she 
confesses. “We made a temporary 
frame above the door to hold the 
bags while the arch was being built. 
It incorporated some horizontal 
posts to make an eventual kind of 
‘eyebrow’ to shelter the door area. 

“You can see from the photos, the 
day we removed the frame was a 
significant milestone! It not only 
held up, but it was strong enough 
to sit on! The layers of bags over 
the height of the door are corbeled 
in two or three inches per layer 
until you have your dome.” 

Another significant moment was 
when the keystone at the top was 
laid. It was on the eve of Lammas, 
an ancient pagan festival which 
celebrates harvest. “This seemed 
entirely appropriate,” says Ali. 

Once the dome was complete, 
a silage wrap, which had been 
put in at the start, was folded 
over the top, followed by a 
layer of wire mesh, to stop any 
animals being able to dig in. 

“Then we used a digger to cover 
the whole thing with earth,” says 
Ali. “Although we found we had 
to construct a little wooden front 
above the door, to hold the earth 
in place. Then the whole thing 
was covered with a jute net which 
held the soil in place whilst the 
plants grew. It was seeded with 
wildflowers and phaecelia green 
manure, which the bees enjoyed 
all summer. All exposed areas 
around the door and steps were 

homesteading :: root cellar
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ROOT CELLAR  
STORAGE TIPS
ALLIUMS (ONIONS/GARLIC): 
After pulling from the ground, 
leave the roots on to help 
moderate drying. Tie the tops 
together and hang, or arrange 
in a single layer on a drying 
rack. When you can no longer 
feel moisture in the neck, trim 
that and the roots. A well-stored 
allium can last up to a year.

ROOT VEGETABLES: Potatoes 
should cure for a week in a 50 
degree F, dry, dark location 
before they enter storage. 
Carrots, beets, and parsnips 
can be stored in containers of 
damp sawdust but potatoes must 
remain dry and well ventilated.

WINTER SQUASH: All winter 
squash varieties store in the 
same way: in a cool, dry location. 
First, cure all but acorn squash 
for a couple of weeks. Place 
acorn directly into storage and 
eat soon. Acorn squash can 
store for a month this way while 
butternut and Hubbard can stay 
fresh up to six months.

Once cured, certain vegetables 
can last up to a year in a dry, 
ventilated location that averages 
50 to 60 degrees.

— Marissa Ames, 
editor of Backyard Poultry  

and Goat Journal

roughly hand plastered with breathable lime plaster and the 
interior was shelved out with hand-built storage racks.” 

It’s been a huge learning curve for the whole family. “We 
had an enormous number of bags filled and hefted.” says Ali. 
“Not a project to undertake unless you have a good number 
of helping hands ... which luckily we have!” Many people 
came to help, bringing muscle power and skills, as well as 
enthusiasm and ideas. “We definitely have an original and 
unique addition to the smallholding which is hugely useful.” 
she says. “Not sure I’d fancy doing another one, though!”  

SUSIE KEARLEY is a freelance writer and journalist who lives 
in Great Britain along with two young guinea pigs and an aging 
husband! In Britain she has been published in Your Chickens, Cage 
and Aviary Birds, Small Furry Pets, and Kitchen Garden magazine.  
facebook.com/susie.kearley.writer 
twitter.com/susiekearley
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TIP:  
CHEAP STRING METHOD

Measure out where you want the 
shed and stick a wooden stake or 

steel fence post at each corner. 
Run a string and string level 

around those posts and  
see what you get. 

KNOWING HOW TO BUILD A FOUNDATION 
for a shed is the all-important first step of adding 
barn space to your farm or homestead. Laying a 

strong foundation for any project is key to the longevity 
of the structure, regardless of construction type. Not 
all structures require the 
same kind of foundation, 
nor does every founda-
tion type work for every 
terrain. Let’s look at the 
more common foundation 
types, when to use them 
and how to set them up.

HOW TO BUILD 
A FOUNDATION 
FOR A SHED

First and foremost; can 
you build (or place) a shed 
where you want it? Do you 
have space? Will your local 
building codes allow you? 
Is your insurance company willing to cover it, and at 
what cost? All these questions need to be answered 
before you commit to spending your time and money on 

a project like this. After all, who likes an unwelcome sur-
prise like a cease and desist letter from your town office?

TOPOGRAPHY
Do you have a flat space to work from or do you 

need to do some site work 
first? Even if the area looks 
level, you need to verify 
that it is. Sometimes the 
area you thought was 
level has a grade to it, 
which could equate into 
a lot of height for your 
foundation to make up for.

To check the level of 
your area, I suggest using 
the cheap string method. 
Measure out where you 
want the shed and stick 
a wooden stake or steel 
fence post at each corner. 
Run a string and string 

level around those posts and see what you get. Doing 
this also helps you visualize the space you need 
and the space your future structure will occupy.

HOW TO  
BUILD A 
LASTING 
SHED 
FOUNDATION

homesteading :: foundations

BY JEREMY CHARTIER
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not as permanent as concrete. It also makes for a nice 
aesthetic touch, since there usually will be a border 
of at least a yard all the way around your shed.

The downside to gravel pads includes the 
cost. If you need to make up for a lot of elevation 
change, such as a two-foot or higher difference 
in level, gravel can quickly add cost to your 
build. Not everyone has a tractor to spread this 
material either, or even if you do, do you have 
the confidence to level and compact it yourself? 
Don’t forget that if your gravel pad sinks, the 
shed manufacturer may not re-level it for free.

BLOCK PIERS
If you’re researching how to build a foundation 

for a shed you’re building yourself, then you’ve 
probably already seen concrete patio blocks 
used as piers. Concrete block piers are simple, 
effective, easy, and cheap to make. Block piers 
are exceptionally simple to work with when 
your shed is being built on site and can accom-
modate some significantly unlevel ground.

When I built my 10 by 16-foot brooder barn, I 
used this method instead of going wild with site 
prep. Call it lazy, but the patio block foundation 
was the quickest, easiest, and most cost-effec-
tive way to counteract the unlevel terrain.

HEIGHT MATTERS
Concrete block piers are great for building 

sheds on location, but they have limits. Standard 
patio block piers can only go so high until they 
pose a risk of shifting and collapsing. Also, con-
crete patio blocks can be difficult to place once 
a prefab shed has been delivered, so I’d avoid 
this type of foundation for prefab structures.

CONCRETE PIERS
If you can’t or don’t want to do major site prep to 

compensate for a significant grade, consider using 
a poured concrete pier. Concrete piers eliminate 
the concern of shifting blocks and give you the 
opportunity to dig below your frost line. Digging 
down and placing concrete footing forms (those 
cardboard or plastic concrete tubes) deep into the 
ground will help you avoid frost heaving, and give 
you a very stout foundation to build a shed on.

The downside to pouring concrete piers is that 
you need to work with concrete. On a big project like 
this, it can be very labor intensive to mix and pour 
your concrete and it’s not cheap to have a small load 
delivered by a cement company. You may be lucky 
and have a local company that does mixing on site 

homesteading :: foundations

GRAVEL PADS
Gravel pads allow you to build up the ground with 

a permeable material that levels easily. Gravel allows 
water to seep down and away from your shed and 
resists puddling, which will extend the life of your 
investment. Many local governments will be happy with 
gravel because it’s a “semi-permeable” surface, and it’s 

1 Be prepared to do some sight work to level out the 
uneven terrain. If you need to move lots of dirt, a scraper 
box and a good tractor will make quick work of the job.   
2 Concrete block piers are a simple and effective way to 
set a foundation for a barn you’re building on-site.

2

1
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Now even better 
fence-building performance 
from Worksaver!

Q-Series
Post Drivers

Worksaver’s Q-Series 
Hydraulic Post Drivers, 
with Q-Technology offer 
ingenious solutions to 
routine maintenance items.  
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single bolt installation to 
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life of the Q-Springs over 
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building fence.
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technology
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Designed. Engineered. Remarkable Value.

Built with Sunshine 
and Manufactured 
in the USA

from their truck, which would likely 
be more cost-effective, but be sure 
of this long before you start your 
project. Additionally, your local 
building code enforcement may or 
may not object to the permanent 
nature of the foundation, or having 
a concrete foundation may alter 
your tax liability in their favor.

POST AND BEAM
If getting a cement truck to your 

building location is not practical, 
but you still need to make up for 
significant height differences in 
the building site, consider a post 
and beam foundation. Sinking 
poles in the ground, either pres-
sure-treated poles or repurposed 
telephone poles, is an economical 
and practical backup plan. Be 
sure you use substantial lumber, 
such as 8” by 8” nominal timbers 
and make sure you have a strong 
junction between your upright 
poles and your top cross beam(s). 
When you do drop these poles in 
the holes you’ve dug, I still suggest 
setting them with a bagged, instant 
concrete mix for added security.

CONCRETE PAD
Concrete pad construction 

does require some planning, site 
prep, and specialized tools, but 
it’s eminently doable. My father 
and I poured a simple concrete 
pad to set our 1,000-gallon skid 
tank on years ago and it was a 
rather straightforward affair.

One word of caution; if you plan 
on pouring a pad bigger than six-
foot square, I’d highly recommend 
ordering a load of concrete to be 
delivered by truck. Unless you’re 
a glutton for punishment, you’ll 
doubtfully enjoy mixing that much 
cement yourself. A concrete pad 
is costly compared to your other 
options, but if you want a shed with 
a concrete floor, then the investment 
will pay off. You can also expect a 
little more pushback from your local 

At 12 years old, JEREMY 
CHARTIER became involved 
with his local 4-H group, later 
joined the local FFA chapter, 
and showed livestock until his 
college years. After graduating 
from the Ratcliffe Hicks School of 
Agriculture at UConn, he joined 
University of Maine’s Poultry 
Service Provider training program. 
Today Jeremy sells started pullets 
to local backyard farmers, is still 
involved with 4-H as a poultry 
showmanship judge, and writes 
about his passion for farming.  
flockanswers.com
facebook.com/flockanswers

code enforcement since a concrete 
pad is a permanent foundation.  
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homesteading :: h-brace

BY MEL DICKINSON

WHEN HOMESTEADING OR FARMING 
with livestock, fencing is arguably one 
of the most important considerations 

with regard to the containment and safety of 
your animals. Whether you’re planning fencing 
for chickens or cattle, H-brace construction is an 
important part of the permanent fencing process.

An H-brace is the support system in your fence 
line. They are located at corners, gates, direction 
changes, in the middle of long stretches of fence 
line, and at points of elevation change. H-braces 
add strength to the fence line and are used as stable 
points to pull, stretch, and secure wire fencing. 
To avoid fencing mistakes, planning is key. When 
designing your permanent homestead fencing project, 
determining how many H-braces you will need in 
addition to determining how large of an area will 
be fenced, what type of wire fencing will be used, 
marking lot lines, gathering all the needed supplies, 
and figuring out costs are all things to consider.

It is also necessary to decide whether a single 
or double H-brace construction is needed. 
Double H-braces are primarily found at cor-
ners and direction changes in the fence line. We 
also use them on longer fence runs at points 
where the slopes are more prominent.

FENCE H-BRACE
 Determine how many H-braces you need,  mark 

where they will be placed, and purchase all the 
necessary materials you will need to build the H-braces. 

Here is a step-by-step process for H-brace  
construction.

How to Build an H-brace
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TEAM EFFORT: 
It is easier to build H-braces with two people.

Determine where you will set 
the first post of the H-brace. 
Dig a hole and place the first 

treated post 3-4 ft into the ground. 
Once the first post is set, place the 
horizontal brace post on the ground 
to determine where the next vertical 
post of the H-brace construction will 
be set. When deciding the distance 
to dig the second post hole, it is 
better to place it a little closer than 
needed because you can always 
trim the brace post if necessary. Dig 
a second hole and place and set the 
second treated post 3-4 ft into the 
ground. Fill in any spaces around 
the posts with dirt and tamp to 
create a solid post foundation.

FENCING TIP

Hole not straight? Posts not lined 
up 100 percent? Posts wobbly? Use 
rocks, chunks of wood, or sticks to 
wedge between the hole and your 
post. Pound them with a sledge 
hammer and shore up your posts.

Have your supplies and 
tools ready. For each 
H-brace you will need:

(2) 8 ft treated posts at least 5 inches 
in diameter for vertical posts
(1) 6-8 ft post at least 4 inches in 
diameter for horizontal brace
(2) 10 inch nails
(2) Staples
(1) 12-14 ft of 12.5-gauge 
barbless wire
(1) 2-3 ft piece 2x4 board

In addition, you will need tools to 
dig holes for each of the 8 ft treated 
posts, a hammer for the nails and 
staples, a wire cutter to cut the 
barbless wire, saw or chainsaw to 
trim the middle post, drill with 
³⁄8" drill bit and masons line to 
help make a straight fence line.

FENCING TIP

Replace 10 inch nails with ³⁄8" rod  
cut in 10 inch pieces.
Substitute 2-3 ft 2x4 board with a  
sturdy stick.

Place the horizontal brace. To 
do this, first double check to 
make sure the horizontal brace 

fits snuggly between the two verti-
cal posts. If it is too long, cut the post 
as necessary to get it to size. If it is 
too short, you will need to dig a new 
post hole, or find a longer horizontal 
brace. Drill holes through each of 
the vertical posts about four inches 
from the top of each post using a ³⁄8"  
drill bit. Pick up the horizontal brace 
and drive the nails through the 
holes and into the brace to secure it.

FENCING TIP

Substitute a cedar, white oak, 
locust, etc. log from your land for a 
horizontal brace. A rot resistance 
species would be ideal, but a 10-12 
inch log of any species can work.

1 2 3
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Place the staples for the diag-
onal tension wire. One staple 
will be located about 4 inches 

from the top of one post while the 
other staple will be placed about 4 
inches from the bottom of the other 
post. If the H-brace is on a corner or 
a gate, it is important to place the 
top staple on the post that is towards 
the fence run. If the H-brace is in the 
middle of a run, place the top staple 
toward the longer run of fence. 
Once it has been determined which 
vertical post will get the higher and 
lower staple, partially hammer each 
one into the posts leaving enough 
room to run wire through it.

Run the wire. Next, run the 
wire through each of the 
staples, encircling the H-brace 

and connecting the two wire ends at 
the center of the H-brace by folding 
over each other. Pull the wire as 
tight as possible before folding over. 
Wrap the excess wire back on itself.

FENCING TIP

Getting the wire as tight as possible 
in this step is critical in tensioning 
up your H-brace with the twitch 
stick. Too much slack and the wire 
will have to be twisted too much 
and could potentially twist off.

Add the tension.
Place the twitch stick 
between the wires and begin 

rotating the stick to add tension. 
The tension wire should be firm. 
Not too tight, not too loose.

FENCING TIP

The twitch stick should be placed 
with enough length to catch the 
H-brace (to prevent unraveling) but 
not too long that it cannot be easily 
rotated past the H-brace. Resist 
the urge to make the wire banjo 
string tight, as there is a fine line 
between super tight and a twisted 
off wire that has to be redone!

homesteading :: h-brace

4 5 6

H-braces add strength to the fence line and are used 
 as stable points to pull, stretch, and  

secure wire fencing.
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Finally, snug up the staples 
on the wire and move 
on to the next brace!

7

Your first H-brace construction 
project may feel a little overwhelm-
ing, but don’t get discouraged if it 
doesn’t come out perfect. As you 
continue your fencing project, your 
skills will continue to improve, 
and by the end of your fencing 
project you will be a pro! If need 
be, you can always go back to 
the first couple braces and make 
adjustments. We have pulled and 
redone H-braces on more than one 
occasion. It may not be ideal to go 
back and redo your work, but solid 
H-braces lead to stronger fences 
which in turn should mean fewer 
fencing issues through the years.

Good luck!    

FAST�FENCE
Info�and�buy�now�at

www.electricnets.com
800-356-5458
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Alfalfa Pellets. Give your goats the 
best so they feel their best.

GIVE YOUR GOATS THE  
NUTRITION THEY DESERVE

THERE’S A NEW KID ON THE BLOCK

Recommended for:

standleeforage.com
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homesteading :: baling hay

BY JEREMY CHARTIER

BALING
HAY  
ON THE HOMESTEAD

BALING HAY IS A STAPLE of livestock farm-
ing. The very act of harvesting hay has been 
the lifeblood of farmers for centuries, which 

is why it’s become the most iconic farm chore right 
next to milking the cows or collecting eggs. 

 Modern day technology has undoubtedly made 
baling hay less of a romanticized, fit for cinema event, 
but the tractor-driven tools we use today have made 
the process a much more manageable affair. Despite 
these new tools we have at our disposal, it still might 
not be economical to take on the chore of baling hay 
yourself. Let’s look at a few considerations that should 
help you decide if baling hay on your farm is for you. 

 
BALING HAY 

If you have feed-intensive livestock, it may 
be more economical for you to bail your hay. 
Buying hay from a local farmer, or even worse, 
importing from another region or state, can be cost 
prohibitive. After all, how much hay does a cow 
eat every year? Quite a bit, and it’s not cheap! 

 

HAY FOR BEDDING 
If you plan to be baling hay for bedding, consider 

straw vs. hay for large animals. If you’re raising poul-
try, don’t make the mistake of using either of these in 
the chicken coop! Hay and straw hold moisture and 
harbor bacteria in a chicken coop, which is not good. 
For poultry, I always recommend using a thick bedding 
of pine shavings instead of hay or straw, even in the 
nesting boxes! Hay and straw may work as bedding for 
larger animals, but it’s far from ideal in poultry coops. 

THE COST 
Baling hay is far from an inexpensive venture. 

When looking at the price of retail or even wholesale 
hay prices, there are a few costs that add up to that 
price. Despite our best efforts to replace labor hours 
with equipment, human labor is still a big part of the 
equation. Time spent operating equipment, repairing 
equipment, driving from field to storage, and stacking 
hay is time-intensive. Just as we don’t report to work 
for free, we can’t expect the farmer not to get paid. Nor 
can we expect the farmer’s helpers to work for free. 
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COST OF LAND 
Many farmers don’t have enough 

acreage to harvest enough hay 
to meet demand, which means 
they’re forced to rent or lease 
land around them. That rent has 
to be figured into the per bale 
cost to the farmer. Also, the cost 
of the mortgage and property tax 
on the fields they do own needs 
to be a part of the equation. 

 
FUEL AND EQUIPMENT 

Even the best tractor for small 
farms eats fuel when it’s working 
hard, so the cost of feeding the 
tractor needs to be considered. 
Farm equipment isn’t cheap, nor 
is it inexpensive to fix, so that’s 
also a part of the retail price of 
hay. And after all these expenses, 
there’s good old profit that still 
needs to be made when baling hay! 

 
POWER DEMAND 

Before you commit yourself and 
buy all the tools and baling hay on 
your own, do you have enough 
tractor? Most hay baling equipment 
requires a tractor of at least 40HP, 
so is your tractor powerful enough 
to run these new tools, or will you 
need to buy another tractor? 

 
MOWING THE FIELD 

Mowing a hay field is not like 
mowing a lawn; you need a mower 
deck designed to cut hay. Sharp 
blades are critical here since dull or 
rough cutting edges will bog down 
your tractor and may give you a 
poor cut, leaving valuable grass 
standing in your way. Be sure to 
get a field mower that fits the track 
width of your tractor (the mea-
surement from outer tire to outer 
tire). Buying a smaller deck to save 
money will only waste time, which 
is expensive enough in its own right. 

 
TEDDING HAY 

Before you can get down to the 
chore of baling hay, you need to let 

If you plan to be baling hay for bedding, 
consider straw vs. hay for large animals. 

If you’re raising poultry, don’t make  
the mistake of using either of  

these in the chicken coop!
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your hay dry in the field. While your cut hay 
dries, it helps to fluff it up in the field so you can 
bale it up sooner. Hay tedders are a spinning 
rake of sorts, designed to do just that; fluff cut 
hay in the field. Using hay tedders allows your 
grass to dry better and more thoroughly. 

 
RAKE HAY 

Before you start baling hay, you need to rake 
it into windrows for your baler. Hay rakes, 
unlike a landscape rake, is a rotary implement 
similar to hay tedders, but instead of fluffing 
the hay, the hay rake piles it into rows for you. 

 
BALING 

Finally, you can bale your hay! But wait, 
what kind of bale do you want? Do you want 
the standard hay bale you can toss by hand? 
Do you want the monster square bales you 
need a tractor to move? Do you want a large 
round bale you can move with a bale spike? 
It all depends on how you want to move 
your hay, where you want to store it, and 
how you plan to feed it to your animals. 

 
PICKING UP 

If you’ve decided that baling hay in round 
bales or big squares works for you, then you’ll 
probably be using your tractor’s loader to pick 
these up. But what about standard bales? Will 
you pick them up and stack them on a trailer by 
hand, or will you use a kicker? Using a kicker 
at the back of your standard baler launches 
your bales into the hay wagon you’re towing. 

 It is convenient for timing your labor needs, 
but when you get back to the barn, your stackers 
will have a big teetering puzzle of haphazardly 
stacked hay bales to deal with. It’s still conve-
nient to bale all day into wagons with a kicker; 
then when the kids get out of school or your 
help clocks out of their nine to five, you have 
jumbled trailers full of hay waiting for them. 

 
IS IT WORTH IT? 

Do you have the open fields worthy of baling 
hay in? Do you have the tractor for the job? 
Can you find good used hay baling equipment 
locally? Do you have the time and schedule 
flexibility to “make hay while the sun shines?”  
These are all important questions you need to 
answer for yourself because only you know your 
situation and what will work best for you.  

1 Using a kicker on your baler eliminates some 
labor requirements on the field, but it makes a 
jumbled mess in the wagons.  2 Round balers 
eliminate the physical labor of stacking bales, 
but moving them is equipment intensive.

2

1

homesteading :: baling hay
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“Though a tree grows so high, the falling leaves return to the root.” - Malay proverbanimals & livestoCk :: silvopasture

SILVOPASTURE 
EXPLAINED
BY MEL DICKINSON SILVOPASTURE, ALSO KNOWN AS  

agroforestry, is a farming method that includes 
the use of timber, livestock, and forage together 

in the same section of land. It is used to expand 
the use of unconventional farm land and diversify 
income. In a silvopasture system, the goal is to 
increase the land’s revenue by harvesting timber, 
raising livestock to sell as breeding stock, meat, and/
or eggs, as well as, growing forage for grazing live-
stock and possibly baling it to feed over the winter. 
In a thriving silvopasture, both trees and animals 
benefit. The forest provides grazing, shade, and shel-
ter for animals while the livestock provides nutrients 
to the trees and improves soil health through their 
manure while rotationally grazing the land.

To start a silvopasture, you can either begin with 
a mature wooded area or plant new trees in an open 
pasture. When developing a new silvopasture, there 
are many options of trees to plant. Pine, nut, fruit, 
hardwood trees, or a combination of trees are all 
possibilities depending on where you live, the qual-
ity of the soil, what kind of livestock will be rotating 
through the area, and how much time you are look-
ing to wait before harvesting trees. There are many 
resources available for those interested in adding 
a new silvopasture to their farm or homestead.
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“Though a tree grows so high, the falling leaves return to the root.” - Malay proverb

Those starting with an existing forested area, like us, 
have a very different starting experience. In mature 
wooded areas that have not been managed, there are 
many preliminary steps that must be completed to 
create a thriving silvopasture system. A forested area 
that hasn’t been cared for in years or even decades is 
likely to be overcrowded, have downed trees, excessive 
underbrush, and invasive plants overtaking the woods.

In this type of mature woods, the underbrush 
needs to be thinned to allow for a working area and 
a healthy forest. Downed trees need to be cleared to 
allow for working areas. Trees need to be thinned to 
open up the canopy to allow sunlight through to grow 
forage and provide adequate space for existing trees 
to thrive. The area has to be seeded with appropriate 
forage. There also must be a fencing plan. While it 
is a huge undertaking, don’t get discouraged. The 
good news is your livestock can help with some of 
the work! Cattle, goats, sheep, pigs, chickens, guinea 
fowl, ducks, and geese can all assist in developing 
and maintaining a flourishing silvopasture.

GETTING STARTED
It is important to note, before you allow livestock 

into the woods (or any new area of land) make sure 
you do not have any plants that are toxic to your 
animals. Your local extension office and veterinarian 
can help you determine which plants to look for in 
your specific area. Once you have confirmed the area 
is safe for your livestock, you then have to decide 
what kind of fencing you will use. There are various 
types of permanent and temporary fencing to choose 
from. Each homesteader and farmer should research 
these options and decide which type of fencing is best 
for their unique situation. We have cattle, goats, pigs, 
chickens, and guinea fowl on our farm. We like to use a 
permanent perimeter fence with a line of hotwire along 
the top and then use temporary single strand electric 
wires inside that area for rotational grazing purposes.

Depending on the status of your existing woods, you 
may need to clear the underbrush to allow for easier 
working conditions. You can do this by hand, using 
machinery, or livestock. We used a combination of using 
a forestry mulcher and livestock. We cleared an area to 
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make a fence line, put up our perim-
eter fence, and let our cattle, goats, 
and pigs eat down the underbrush. 
Our herd cleaned up 10 acres in a 
matter of weeks! In addition to all 
the foliage, we also gave them hay to 
eat as well. They did eat the hay, but 
at a much slower rate than normal. 
Once they cleared the forest, we 
brought the cattle and goats back 
down to our pasture and rotated 
them through the woods one more 
time during the season. The pigs 
remained in the woods where they 
were finished on acorns and hick-
ories and continued to till the land. 
Our next steps are to clean up all the 
downed trees and harvest timber 
over the winter. Selectively cutting 
trees will not only open up the 
canopy to allow sunlight through to 
grow grass, but it will also decrease 
overcrowding allowing the remain-
ing trees to flourish. In spring, we 
will seed the area with a mixture 
of forest and pasture grasses. We 
won’t be done cleaning up the 
woods by then, but our goal is to get 
grass starting to grow for summer 
forage and to help prevent erosion.

SILVOPASTURE CHICKENS
If you don’t have larger livestock 

on your farm or homestead, don’t 
count out silvopasture as farming 
method that could work for you! 
Free-range chickens and guinea 

fowl are great workers for your 
woods. They may not be able to do 
the heavy clearing like the cattle, 
goats, sheep, and pigs, but fowl and 
poultry definitely put in the work on 
the forest floor! They help with pest 
control (free range guinea fowl are 
exceptional at this) and tilling up the 
land. Meat chickens and egg layers 
are both acceptable for silvopasture, 
but egg layers from a strong forager 
lineage have the upper hand when it 
comes to helping out in the woods.

Some homesteaders like to use 
the woods as their primary source 
of food for their flocks while adding 
daily scraps to make sure they have 
enough food. Only on days when 
scraps are low do they supplement 
with commercial feed. If using this 
method, layers are recommended 
due to the larger feed requirements 
of meat birds for quicker growth.

If you plan to provide feed for 
your flock and use the forest as 
supplement, either meat birds or 
egg layers can be used, but better 
foragers will be more helpful for 
a silvopasture. While chickens 
may not be as heavy as their larger 
livestock friends, it is still necessary 
to rotate them as with any other 
livestock. If you have larger ani-
mals, poultry and fowl are always 
good choice to follow the rest of 
the livestock rotation to help break 
up manure as well as eating larvae 

and other pests to increase decom-
position and cut down on flies.

While poultry and fowl are a 
great addition to a silvopasture, it 
is important to mention it does not 
come without risks. The forest is a 
natural habitat for many predators. 
Taking precautions to protect your 
flock is a must. We prefer to keep 
our chickens as close to the larger 
herd as possible, make frequent 
checks around the area throughout 
the day, and always have secure 
overnight sleeping quarters.

Starting a silvopasture system 
may feel overwhelming, but with a 
plan and hard work it can become 
a reality. A successful silvopasture 
not only serves as multiple facets 
of income for farmers and home-
steaders, it also helps improve 
the land and health of livestock.

Have you tried silvopasturing 
your livestock? How did it work 
for you?  

Cattle, goats, sheep, 
pigs, chickens, 

guinea fowl, ducks, 
and geese can all 

assist in developing 
and maintaining 

a flourishing 
silvopasture.

MEL DICKINSON is a full-time farmer 
and registered dietitian. Mel and 
her husband Ben own and operate 
Unconventional Acres, a small 
pasture-based farm in southwestern 
Wisconsin focusing on beef, pork, 
and eggs. Learn more about Mel 
and Unconventional Acres at: 
unconventionalacres.com  
instagram.com/unconventional_acres

animals & livestoCk :: silvopasture
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Do you know the difference  
between goats and sheep?

BY JANET GARMAN

animals & livestoCk :: goats and sheep

DO YOU KNOW THE DIFFERENCE between 
goats and sheep? I know, being a fiber goat 
shepherd, I often see people who mistake 

one species for the other. Because my Pygora 
goats can grow a long curly fiber and when fully 
in fleece, they do resemble sheep. They both are 
ruminants, and roam around lazily eating green 
plants. Their four-chamber stomachs cause them 
to take lengthy afternoon naps, while the rumen 
processes contents from the stomach or abomasum. 
But that is where much of  the resemblance stops.

Sheep are closely related to goats in the taxonomy 
of classification of organisms up to a certain point. 
They are from the family of Bovidae, and the sub 
family of Caprinae. The genus Ovis and the species 
aries refer to sheep while at the genus and species 
level of Capra aegagrus hircus is for domestic goats. 

Both goats and sheep are common in many countries 
of the world and provide meat, milk, and fiber for 
clothing. So just exactly how can we tell the difference?

OUTER APPEARANCE OF SHEEP AND GOATS
Tails up or tails down is one way to differen-

tiate between sheep and goats. A goat usually 
holds its tail up unless it is sick or injured.

Sheep tails hang down. In addition, sheep tails 
are often docked or cut down to a few inches 
for sanitation and health care reasons.

THE BETTER TO HEAR YOU
Some people will point to the ears as another differ-

ence between goats and sheep. Or the horns, thinking 
that only goats have horns. Both of these criteria will 
lead you down the garden path. Sheep do tend to have 
droopier, more folded ears, but not every breed follows 
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this trend. Milking breeds have ears similar to the ears 
on milking goats. And while some goats have ears that 
stick up, Nubians have long, pendulous, droopy ears.

Close to the ears, you may find horns. Goat 
horns tend to be more narrow and straight up. 
Sheep horns often curl around near the head. 

SNIFF TEST
The area underneath the nose on sheep and goats 

can be a clue. The upper lip on a sheep has a clear 
divide. On a goat, the divide is almost non-existent.

And we can’t forget about that buck odor during 
mating season. While both goats and sheep can get 
quite “rammy” during the breeding rut, the buck 
or intact male goat will develop quite an objection-
able odor. Once you have encountered this special 
perfume, you will never again mistake a male goat 

for a sheep. Our rams have never had such a dis-
tinct mating aroma surrounding their bodies.

CAN GOATS HAVE A WOOL COVERING?
Our flock of Pygora goats often has people con-

fused. When in full fleece before the spring shearing, 
they are curly and fluffy, much like sheep. We have 
even taken them to live Nativity scenes where they 
played the part of the sheep, quietly munching hay 
near the manger. Very few people questioned their 
acting ability and just assumed they were sheep.

Another confusing issue are hair sheep breeds. 
These animals are sheep in every sense of the word, 
but their fleece self-sheds each year. No shearing is 
needed, and no fleece is produced for yarn products.

Here’s the truth, though. Goat fiber is mohair, 
and never wool. It can be referred to as fiber, goat 
fiber, or locks, in the case of Angora-like curls. Wool 
is grown on sheep. (Angora fiber is produced by 
Angora rabbits but that’s a whole different dis-
cussion!) Both fiber goats and wool-bearing sheep 
require shearing each year. Some fiber goats require 
shearing twice a year for an optimal product.

After shearing, both wool and fiber will need 
cleaning, washing, and carding before it can be spun 
into yarn. Some people prefer to work with one type 
of fiber or wool over another. Just as with any other 
product, you might prefer mohair yarn over wool 
yarn. Or maybe you will choose alpaca yarn, which is 
another animal that is not a sheep, yet provides fiber. 

animals & livestoCk :: goats and sheep

A goat’s tail is usually 
held up, unless the 

animal is sick or injured. 
Sheep tails hang down.

The area underneath the nose 
on sheep and goats can be a 

clue. The upper lip on a sheep 
has a clear divide. 
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BEHAVIOR OF SHEEP 
AND GOATS

Both sheep and goats are 
ruminants that eat plants. The 
four-chamber stomach digests 
plant matter and you will often 
find animals of both species lazily 
reclining in a shady spot, as the 
rumen ferments the food. That is 
about where the similarities end 
regarding nutrition and digestion.

For the most part, goats will 
browse and sheep will graze. 
Finding a goat standing on its 
back legs to get to the top of a 
plant is not uncommon. Goats 
will go to great lengths to reach 
the tiny tender leaves at the 
top. Sheep may eat other plants 
besides grassy pasture, but they 
don’t often try to reach plants 
farther than the neck can stretch.

Adding other livestock to the 
area where your goats and sheep 
are can carry risks too. Keeping 
goats with chickens is safer than 
allowing sheep to graze with chick-
ens. The problem is the sheep are 
very sensitive to copper levels in 
their feed. If they consume chicken 
feed, it can lead to copper toxicity. 
This can also occur if the sheep 
ingests  poultry manure that fell 
on hay. While copper toxicity  can 
be a concern with other breeds of 
goats, it is not as critical, but fiber 
goats are especially sensitive to 
consuming excesses of copper.

REPRODUCTION DIFFERENCES 
BETWEEN GOATS AND SHEEP

Since goats and sheep are differ-
ent species, it is understandable 
that they would have different 
chromosome counts. Goats have 60 
chromosomes and sheep possess 
only 54. It is extremely rare to have 
a successful mating of a sheep and 
a goat. They are different species 
and the internal organs and cycles 
are different. A ewe has an average 
17-day estrus cycle while a goat 
cycle is 21 days. Goats are often 

less seasonal breeders and show 
more bizarre behavior during 
heat. Gestation length in goats 
and sheep averages 150 days.

 If you keep both goats and sheep, 
you have probably noticed other 
differences. Do your sheep have a 
different bleat, and a lower pitch, 
than some of your breeds of goats? 
Do they exhibit different behavior 

such as how they play or how they 
interact with each other? Some goat 
and sheep owners even claim that 
sheep do not waste nearly as much 
hay as goats do.  Others say goats 
are more intelligent, or at least more 
likely to get into trouble, than sheep. 

What differences between goats 
and sheep have you noticed?  

JANET GARMAN is a farmer, writer, instructor, and fiber artist living in central 
Maryland on the family’s farm. She loves all subjects related to small farms 
and homesteading. Raising chickens, ducks, sheep, and fiber goats led 
her to write her most recent books, 50 Do it Yourself Projects for Keeping 
Chickens, (Skyhorse Publishing 2018) and The Good Living Guide to Raising 
Sheep and Other Fiber Animals, (Skyhorse Publishing - February 2019). 
facebook.com/timbercreekfarm  
instagram.com/timbercreekfarmandhomestead  
timbercreekfarmer.com
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animals & livestoCk :: pigs

AS IMPORTANT AS IT IS TO KNOW 
what to feed pigs, it is just as import-
ant to know what not to feed pigs. 

Raising pigs on your farm or homestead is 
a rewarding experience. In a few months, 
you can grow out market pigs and have 
homegrown pork to fill your freezer.

Pigs are single-stomach animals and can 
eat a varied diet similar to that of humans. 
This gives homesteaders and farmers a lot 
of freedom in what they feed their pigs. Pigs 
have basic nutritional needs that must be met 
to ensure proper growth and health. This can 
be done by using commercial feed, working 
with an animal nutritionist, or using a feed 
ration guide to help make sure all dietary 
requirements are met for the optimal well- 
being of your pigs. After these basic needs are 
met, supplementation, up to 10 percent of a 
market pig’s diet, is a great way to enhance 
a pig’s health, meat flavor, and reduce eco-
nomic input to grow out a market pig. It is 
important to note, if you are selling pork, 
check your state regulations on supplemental 
feeding for pigs. Rules vary from state to 
state and some states prohibit supplemental 
feeding to those pigs being sold as pork.

PIG FOOD
Pasturing pigs, along with feeding fresh 

produce, dairy, and spent grain are common 
dietary supplementation for pigs. It is a 
common misconception that pigs can and 
will eat anything. While they do enjoy a 
large variety of supplemental foods, there 
are some foods they do not like and others 
they should not be fed. What not to feed 
pigs is anything moldy, slimy, or rotten. Raw 
meat and raw eggs should never be fed to 
swine. Feeding raw meat to pigs can transfer 
diseases such as foot and mouth disease. 
Eating raw eggs can interfere with the biotin 
absorption of pigs. Cooked eggs do not have 
the same impact on the biotin absorption.

Pigs should eat diets low in salt and sugar. 
They should not eat high sodium foods or 
feed meant for other animals, such as dogs 
or cats, which have different sodium needs. 
It is also not recommended to feed pigs 
a diet high in pastries, candies, or solely 
fresh fruits which are all high in sugar. Pigs 
should have a balanced and varied diet.

Free-range pig farming allows pigs to eat 
fresh grass, bugs, and roots. Pastured pork 
is higher in vitamin D and other minerals 

BY MEL DICKINSON

What Not to 
Feed Pigs
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found in the soil of their grazing 
land. Be cautious in areas with wild 
mushrooms. Death cap mushrooms 
are toxic and can be deadly to pigs.

Gardening and pigs go hand-in-
hand. If there are excess vegetables 
available from your harvest, they 
make a healthy addition to a pig’s 
diet. Pigs can consume the majority 
of common garden items. What not 
to feed pigs from the garden are 
unripened tomatoes, raw potatoes, 
raw sweet potatoes, parsnips, 
celery, celery root, parsley, onions, 
avocados, and rhubarb. Pigs can 
eat almost everything else you 
plant, though. If you’re planning to 
use your pigs to help rototill your 
garden at the end of the season, 
pull all remaining tomato, broccoli, 
cabbage, and turnips before putting 
them to work. The leaves, vines, 
roots, and seeds are toxic to pigs.

Another thing to keep in mind 
is to make sure they eat a variety 
of produce. Pigs shouldn’t have 
only one type of fruit or vegetable 
the entire season. Just like it’s 
important for humans to eat a varied 
diet, the same is true for pigs.

If you don’t have a garden or extra 
produce to spare, ask farmers at local 
markets or your grocery store if they 
are willing to provide their unsellable 
produce. Many times farmers and 
stores are happy to provide unsellable 
items for free or a nominal fee.

Over the years, we have received 
old produce from these sources. 
They normally come as mixed boxes 
of fruits and vegetables. Whenever 
we are fortunate enough to get these 
boxes, the first thing we do is sort 
whatever is in them. We set aside 
all rotten, moldy, or toxic items and 
they are sent to the compost pile. 
Then we have two other piles which 
are the “raw” and “cook” piles.

Fresh produce that our pigs can 
have and enjoy eating raw, we will 
feed them uncooked. Items such as 
potatoes and sweet potatoes cannot 
be eaten raw, but are okay if they 
are cooked. Just like humans, pigs 
can be picky eaters. We have had 

pigs that wouldn’t eat raw zucchini, 
which of course is a big summer 
produce item from our garden and 
markets. We didn’t want to waste 
them, so we got sneaky. We would 
cook them in a large pot with the 
potatoes, dairy, and some other pig 
favorites. We would then have a safe 
slop and happy, zucchini-fed pigs!

Whether you are new to raising 
pigs or have been doing it for years, 
it is always helpful to have a written 
list of what not to feed pigs (and any 
other livestock) on hand. Talk with 
your local veterinarian or Extension 
Office to make a comprehensive “do 
not feed” list specific to your area. 
Adding supplemental foods such as 
pasture, produce, dairy, and spent 
grains can be beneficial for pigs, 
but feeding the wrong items can be 
deadly. Being proactive and prepared 
is the best when adding supple-
mental foods to your pigs’ diet.  

www.farmstead-equipment.com  |  855-910-7044

Pig Equipment  
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poultry :: meat chickens

The Emotional 
Gauntlet of Raising 
Meat Chickens and 
Other Livestock
BY MARISSA AMES

YOU’RE RAISING MEAT CHICKENS? You 
horrible, heartless human.” It’s a constant 
fight, isn’t it? And there are many sides on 

the battlefield. Those that don’t eat meat, period. 
Those that buy from the supermarket, ignoring 
claims that their food once breathed. People who 
choose to eat meat but only patronize farmers who 
raise animals ethically. And the farmers themselves. 
People have their opinions, their values and reasons 
to fight. Rarely do they imagine the other sides.

I hear it all the time when people learn I am raising 
meat rabbits and poultry for meat. My friend hears 
it regarding raising pigs for meat, after she stays awake 
into the dawn to help deliver piglets during a  
blinding snowstorm.

“I could never do that.”
“How can you claim to love something then  

slaughter it?”
This bothered me for a while. It still does, a little. I  

grew up raising my own meat, and I have always  
known the side of the farmer. The side of the person  
loving the animal before slaughter. But I spent a lot of 
time thinking about it, trying to imagine someone  
else’s viewpoint.

People don’t want to feel that much emotion. They  
want to love animals and hate the meat industry. Or to  
despise factory farming and respect those that consider 
humane animal husbandry. It’s black and white; good  
and bad.

“How can you feel that much emotion for something 
you’re going to eat?”

This practice isn’t for the faint of heart. Many have  
tried then retired from animal husbandry when they  
realized they didn’t have what it took. Others have  
admitted from the start that they just couldn’t do it.  
Many relay their respect for those that do. Some just  
hurl hateful slurs.

LOVE BLOOMS
How can we feel excitement when we decide 

that what we want is goat meat? Healthy, dark, 
and flavorful meat comes at a price. We introduce 
breeding pairs, knowing how the unions ultimately 
must end. But we’ve learned about the process and 
we’ve resolved to do it the best way we can.

Then there’s the hope as we gently lift eggs from the 
incubator and shine flashlights against the bottom. 
Red veins glow and developing limbs pulse within the 
shell. The miracle of life manifests when the first egg 
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pips and we sit by the incubator for 
hours. One by one, precious chicks 
emerge then rest as their fluff dries.

Love blooms when we check 
the brooder dozens of times each 
day, monitoring the thermometers 
and cleaning waterers that have 
become sullied yet again. Or when 
we choose the most nurturing 
among all our broody hens. 

We cry out in adoration when 
rabbit kits open their eyes for the 
first time. Their ears are stubby and 
their fur is disproportionately long 
as they flop and roll around the 
cage. They snuggle tightly in our 
palms. No, we’re not thinking about 
meat at this point. That will come 
later. Right now, we enjoy pure 
happiness with our little fluff-balls.

PATIENCE AND PRAYER
We don’t go directly from birth to 

butcher. There are weeks, months, 
even years, if we’re raising beef 
cattle to care for our animals.

Patiently we help them grow, 
watching our chickens’ feathers 
grow in or weighing our rabbits 
weekly to ensure they’re eating 
right. We monitor their health, 
supplement their diets, trim their 
toenails and purchase snacks.

And nothing is ever perfect. 
Sometimes, our animals fall sick. 
If we were heartless, we wouldn’t 
search the internet for symptoms 
and cures. We stand beside the 
cages, our fingers clutching the 
bars as we consider options and 
pray for little miracles. None of us 
want our animals to suffer. Even 
if their final purpose is nourish-
ment for our families, we want 
their journeys to be smooth.

We consider the risks and benefits 
as we read labels within the feed 
store. If we medicate our animals, 
we lose organic status at the market 
and won’t have the funds necessary 
to balance the books at the end of the 
year. But our animals are suffering. 
With our hearts heavy, we purchase 

the medicine and administer it. One 
injection affects a year’s income but 
the animal is soon healthy again.

Or it isn’t. No matter what we do, 
the animal gets sicker. Raising meat 
chickens means accepting the good 
with the bad. They don’t all make 
it to the freezer. Predators attack. 
Genetic defects happen. Either way, 
our animals are miserable. They 
won’t get better. With a mixture of 
sadness and resolution, we decide 
that the animal doesn’t deserve to 
live in pain. We cull. And we cry.

A MOMENT APPROACHES
Small-scale homesteaders rais-

ing turkeys for meat often name 
their awkward little turkey poults 
“Thanksgiving” and “Christmas” to 
remind the family that these birds 
will be dinner. They prepare for the 
eventual day when the birds must 
rest within the freezer. But during 
that time, families laugh at the tur-
keys’ antics, their affection for each 
other, and their behavior when new-
comers walk into the poultry yard.

There is sadness. There always is. 
Each time, we go through a period 
of introspection as we watch calves 
that used to scamper in pastures 
but now are heavy with muscle. 
Even if raising meat chickens is 
a years-old tradition, we aren’t 
excited for butcher day. We consider 
what would happen to the animals 

if we didn’t process them. And 
we know what must be done.

“The butchering process can’t  
be fun.”

Of course, it isn’t. It never 
is. We may band together as 
homesteading communities to 

“Probably one of the most private things in the world is an egg before it is broken.” — M.F.K. Fisher
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get through the process sooner 
and support each other as we 
harvest the meat. But no, it’s not 
fun. It’s messy and smelly, and 
sometimes things don’t go as 
planned and we have to improvise 
so the animal can get the most 
respectful end if factors change.

We talk our ways through it. 
Sometimes we discuss the process 
and sometimes we divert conversa-
tion elsewhere so we can get the job 
done. The animal has been raised 
with as much love, care, and adora-
tion that we could give it. Now it’s 
time to go on to its next purpose.

WE GIVE THANKS
Bowing our heads, we thank 

our Creator, or the animal itself, 
for the blessing of nourishment. 
Then we do what’s necessary 
to bring food to our tables.

No matter how bountiful each 
year has been, and how many 

poultry :: meat chickens
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thanks I give each November, I’ve 
never been so grateful for my food 
as when I raise it myself. From seed 
to salad or from chick to cacciatore, 
I’ve witnessed growth. I’ve seen 
good and bad. And I’m honored 
to have it as part of my life.

Purchasing a piece of red beef 
from the supermarket doesn’t 
carry the emotions. When the 
plastic-wrapped package sits within 
my grocery cart, I don’t think 
about whether the animal had a 
twin. I rarely consider a rancher 
bottle-feeding a Hereford because 
its mother didn’t survive. And 
when a ten-pack of drumsticks 
passes over the scanner, how many 
of us contemplate how raising 
meat chickens on family farms 
differs from within factories?

Perhaps we should. Maybe if 
we acknowledged that something 
always dies for what we eat, we 
would carry more gratitude within 
our hearts. From the rabbits and 
voles stirred up beneath a wheat 
combine to the birds that perish 
from pesticides, the cycle of life 
revolves around us at the end. We 
can ignore it. We can be activists. Or 
we can take part in the process with 
the love and emotion that makes 
us human, choosing the better part 
when each scenario approaches.

Those of us raising meat chickens 
and other livestock aren’t heart- 
less. We’re the opposite. Humanity 
is a strength.  
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beekeeping :: beehive entrances

What You Can Learn  
from the Beehive Entrance

BY ANGI 
SCHNEIDER

ONE OF THE MOST ANTICIPATED 
jobs for the beekeeper is doing a 
hive inspection. This is when you 

get to look into the hive and be assured 
that all is well. But you don’t have to wait 
until it’s time for a full hive inspection to 
know that all is well with the hive. There 
are many things you can learn about your 
hive just by watching the beehive entrance 
and the environment around the beehive.

WHAT IS A HIVE INSPECTION?
Hive inspections are an important skill 

to learn when you start a honey bee farm 
or backyard apiary. They should be done 
on a regular basis or when you suspect that 
something is awry. During the inspection 
you’ll open the hive, locate the queen, 

make sure there’s brood and honey, and 
look for pests and signs of disease.

While inspections are necessary they 
are intrusive to the bees and will slow 
down production. Every time you get 
into a hive it sets the bees back approxi-
mately one day as they tidy the hive and 
repair anything that you damaged.

OBSERVING THE BEEHIVE ENTRANCE
There should only be one beehive entrance 

and it should have a landing pad or board 
for the bees for taking off and landing. This 
is where all the action will take place.

As you watch bees coming and going, do 
you see bees coming in with balls of pollen 
stuck to their legs? This is good. It means the 
bees are foraging well. As the hive grows 
you should see increased activity of bees 
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“Everything takes time. Bees have to move very fast to stay still.”  — David Foster Wallace

coming and going. In the height 
of the summer it will almost 
look like a subway station.

In the late afternoon, you may 
see bees exiting the hive and 
hovering around the hive, flying 
up and down or in a figure eight. 
These bees are newly hatched and 
are orienting themselves to the 
hive. This is a good sign that the 
queen is healthy and laying eggs.

However, if you notice bees on 
the landing pad that are walking 
around and unable to fly, that is 
not a good sign. It’s time for a full 
hive inspection. If the bees have 
deformed wings, look for mites 
and determine a plan of action.

Each hive will post guards to 
keep intruders out and they take 
their job very seriously. Do you 
see fighting and wrestling on the 
landing pad? If so, a bee from 

Avoid a second 
entrance. Bees 
have a hard time 
defending a hive with 
multiple entrances.

Want more  
production?
~ Add Bees ~

Manufacturer of  
Quality Beekeeping 

Supplies Since 1976
Manufacturer Of Quality

Beekeeping Supplies Since 1976

496 Yellow Banks Road, North Wilkesboro, NC 28659
www.MillerBeeSupply.com • 888-848-5184 • info@millerbeesupply.com
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another hive may be trying to enter the hive, for the 
purpose of robbing honey. This will often happen 
during the fall when the nectar flow slows down and 
the bees are getting ready for winter. If you see this 
and the offender bee flies off, the hive is fine, and the 
guard bees are doing their job. But if the offender 
bee enters the beehive, the hive might be weak and 
more robbers will come. It’s time for an inspection.

Another sign of possible bee robbing is bees aggres-
sively circling the hive looking for a way to get in. If 
you see this, keep an eye on the entrance to make sure 
the guards are doing their job. It’s also a good idea 
to make sure there’s only one entrance. Bees have a 
hard time defending a hive with multiple entrances.

During the fall you may see a worker bee dragging 
a larger bee, a drone, out of the hive and fighting with 

him until he leaves. This is the fall drone clean out 
and is necessary for the hive to survive the winter.

While you’re observing the beehive entrance, 
don’t forget to look down at the ground around 
the hive. There will probably be dead bees that 
the house bees removed. This is perfectly normal. 
Over time you’ll get a good feel for how many 
dead bees on the ground is normal for the hive.

If you notice more dead bees on the ground than 
normal it could mean something isn’t right in the 
hive and a full beehive inspection is necessary.

Have you looked at the environment surrounding the 
beehive lately? Are there tree limbs that are dangling 
and need to be cut before the next big storm? What else 
do you need to do to help bees in rain or wind storms?

WHAT IS BEARDING?
Bearding is when a mass of bees hang out on the 

outside of the hive instead of staying inside the 
hive and it looks like a beard on the hive. Bees like 
to keep the hive around 95 degrees F so during 
the heat of the summer, some bees may need to 
exit the hive and stay out for a while to cool off.

Bearding could also mean that the hive is 
getting ready to swarm. If the hive has been 
growing and has filled more than 80 percent 
of its capacity, they need more space. And 
swarming is one way to get more space.

There’s no need to get into the hive every time 
you see bearding. If you know the queen is older or 
that the hive has been super productive lately, you’ll 
probably want to do a full hive inspection just to 
make sure that there are no other signs of swarming.

CONCLUSION
There are so many benefits to observing beehives 

between full hive inspections. You’ll be able to observe 
if they have enough to forage, if the hive is strong  
enough to defend itself, if there are signs of pests or  
disease, and so much more.

So, grab a glass of tea and a chair and spend some  
time learning about your bees by watching what is  
happening at and around the beehive entrance.  
What do you see?  

Bearding bees can be caused 
by high temperatures, high  
humidity, over-crowding, lack 
of ventilation, or a combination 
of these conditions.

ANGI SCHNEIDER lives with her family along the 
Texas Gulf Coast on 1.5 acres where they keep 
chickens and bees along with gardens and an 
orchard. Angi shares her simple living journey at: 

schneiderpeeps.com 
facebook.com/schneiderpeeps 
instagram.com/schneiderpeeps

beekeeping :: beehive entrances
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www.wyomingbeecollege.org

2019 WYOMING 
BEE COLLEGE

We are pleased to offer three great keynote speakers 
to keep you inspired with bees and beekeeping! The 
Bee College offers five tracks on Day One including 
beginner basic beekeeping and four tracks on Day 
Two, in addition to 3 keynote speakers.  

Cost of the conference is $85 and includes lunches, 
dinner, snacks, coffee and tea.

Open to everyone  

interested in bees,  

beekeeping, or  

gardening for bees!

Workshops feature four all-day educational options:
 • Expand on your current beekeeping skills with the MN Bee Squad
 • Consider raising queen bees with Dr. Tom Repas
 • The hive as a medicine chest with Apitherapy
 • Use the hive’s other products to create crafts to gift, keep, or sell in  
   Bees Wax Alchemy
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growing :: simpling herbs

IN THE EARLY DAYS OF OUR COUNTRY, 
certain herbs were grown and used for the 
household and for simple medicinal remedies. 

There was no drug store around the corner so 
whether one was rich or poor, every household had 
what was then known as a garden of simples. 

 “Simpling” was a method using just one or two 
herbs for home remedies, among other things. This was 
usually left to the women of the household. Recipes 
were passed down orally, handwritten, or in book form. 

Today there’s a resurgence of interest in what we call 
the “simpling herbs,” allowing us to have more control 
of our health. You don’t need a large area for your 
garden of simples. Growing herbs in pots works just 
fine. In fact, some simpling herbs are culinary herbs, 
too, so you may already be growing them in pots. 

  
HEALTH FOR YOUR FLOCK FROM THE GARDEN 
OF SIMPLES 

The herbs used in a garden of simples don’t have to 
stop with the family. Here on our little patch of heaven, 
we use the simpling herbs for our chickens as well. 
When I learned how to clean a chicken coop, I found 

that hanging bunches of basil in the pen helped repel 
flies. The comfrey salve I make for my family works for 
poultry wounds, too. Adding garlic and sage to their 
diets adds immune system benefits and helps prevent 
internal parasites from taking hold. My garden of sim-
ples is one of the most useful gardens I’ve ever planted. 

 There’s a bonus in using one or two herbs at a 
time — no complex formulas needed!  Here are some 
of my favorite simpling herbs and how to use them. 

 
BASIL 

I have been growing basil for many years. An 
annual culinary herb, basil is also good for remov-
ing environmental toxins from the skin. Make a 
basil face splash: Bruise a handful of basil leaves, 
place in heat-proof bowl, and pour boiling water 
over. Let infuse a few minutes, strain, and cool. 
Use as a soothing face rinse, avoiding eyes. 

CHAMOMILE 
Peter Rabbit’s mother gave him a cup of chamomile 

tea after his anxiety-ridden foray into Mr. McGregor’s 
garden. Chamomile self-sows easily. Its pleasant apple 

GARDEN OF SIMPLES BY 
RITA HEIKENFELD
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 CHAMOMILE

“The love of gardening is a seed once sown that never dies.” – Gertrude Jekyll

aroma has calming qualities, and 
chamomile is anti-inflammatory. A 
teaspoon of dried German chamo-
mile or a tablespoon of fresh flowers 
added to a cup or so of boiling 
water makes a healthful infusion. 

 If you’re allergic to ragweed, 
don’t use chamomile as it’s a 
member of that plant family. 

  
COMFREY 

This perennial herb has a long 
and storied history of healing. 
The allantoin in the plant is 
regenerative and is effective in 
healing cuts. Make this comfrey 
salve from either leaves or roots. 

  
COMFREY SALVE 
Ingredients 
1 cup petroleum jelly or  
Waxalene (organic substitute) 
2 tbsp dried root or ½ cup  
dried leaves 
Instructions 
Bring ingredients to a gentle 
simmer. Continue simmering 
for 30 minutes. Strain and 
pour into containers. 

 
ECHINACEA 

Echinacea was highly valued 
as a medicinal herb by Native 
Americans and early settlers. I 
use Echinacea purpurea. This bien-
nial with its pretty pink/purple 
flowers is a tried and true immune 
system booster at the onset of a 

cold. This tincture is easy to make 
but takes a while to infuse. 

 This is Rosemary Gladstar’s 
immune-boosting recipe. I met 
Rosemary at a conference where 
we both presented, and have since 
used many of her remedies. 

ECHINACEA TINCTURE 
Ingredients 
Echinacea roots, fresh or dried 
Vodka 
Instructions 
Fill a glass jar halfway up 
with chopped root. 
Pour enough vodka over to 
completely cover roots, then 
add more vodka to bring 
the liquid up 2" above the 
root. Shake every day. 
Let infuse in dark, cool place 
for 4-6 weeks. Strain and 
pour into dark bottles. 
Add ¼ to ½ teaspoon into a 
liquid and drink several times 
a day at the onset of a cold. 

LEMON BALM 
Like many members of the mint 

family, this perennial herb contains 
compounds that repel certain insets, 
including mosquitoes. Simply 
rub crushed leaves on exposed 
areas, avoiding face. (A word of 
caution: rub a small amount on 
your forearm for several days to 
make sure you’re not allergic.) 

BASIL

COMFREY

ECHINACEA
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 The lemony aroma is 
similar to citronella, and mos-
quitoes don’t like that! 

Lemon balm is one of my 
most used herbs. It makes a fun 
and calming herbal sock bath 
for little ones, especially if they 
tend to be anxious or overtired. 
Let them make their own with 
the socks they’ve outgrown. 

 I use dried herbs but you can use 
fresh as long as you use the sock 
bath the same day you make it. 

 
HERBAL BATH SOCK FOR KIDS 
Ingredients 
Sock 
String or ribbon 
Dried or fresh lemon balm 
Instructions 
Easy peasy: Just stuff the sock 
with the leaves, tie securely, and 
either hang from the faucet or put 
the sock in the tub with the little 
ones. Let them squeeze to fortify 
the water and release the aroma. 
TIPS: 
1.  Add a few lavender flowers or 
sprigs. Lavender is antibacterial 
and another skin soothing herb. 
2.  Epsom salts is a nice addi-
tion, soothing sore muscles. 
3.  Toss some lemon balm 
leaves in your chickens’ water. 
It’s a natural insecticide and 
as the girls peck the leaves, 
the aroma wafts out, giving 
them, I think, a sense of calm. 

FEVERFEW 
A self-sowing member of the 

chrysanthemum family, feverfew 
has small daisy-like flowers. Chew 
a few of the leaves for relief from 
migraine. You might want to mix the 
leaves with food, since they’re bitter. 

  
MULLEIN 

Considered an invasive weed 
by many, this herb is a biennial, 
sending up leafy rosettes the first 
year, and flowering the second. 
The dried flowers combined with 

another simpling herb, garlic, 
makes a soothing antibacterial oil 
for earaches and swimmer’s ear. 

MULLEIN FLOWER/GARLIC OIL
Now there’s no “real” recipe. 
Bruise mullein flowers and place 
in a saucepan with a clove of 
smashed garlic. Cover with extra 
virgin olive oil, bring to a simmer, 
and simmer 30 minutes. Strain 
and bottle. Store in refrigerator. 
Place several drops in sore ears. 

 
THYME AND SAGE 

I pair these perennials together 
for a soothing tea. Thyme helps 
with coughs and sore throats. 
Take a sniff and the thyme will 
open up sinus passages. 

 Sage, with its anti-inflam-
matory qualities, helps heal 
respiratory illnesses and fevers. 

 
SNIFFLES TEA 
Ingredients 
1 tbsp each fresh thyme and 
sage, or 1 teaspoon each dried 
1½ to 2 cups boiling water 
Sweetener of choice 
and lemon (optional) 
Instructions 
Pour boiling water over herbs. 
Cover and steep 5 minutes.
Strain. Add sweetener and a 
squeeze of lemon if you like.    

LEMON BALM

FEVERFEW

MULLEIN LEAVES

THYME & SAGE

growing :: simpling herbs

RITA HEIKENFELD comes from a 
family of wise women in tune with 
nature. She is a certified modern 
herbalist, culinary educator, 
author, and national media 
personality. Most important, she 
is a wife, mom, and grandma. 
Rita lives on a little patch of 
heaven overlooking the East 
Fork River in Clermont County, 
Ohio. She is a former adjunct 
professor at the University of 
Cincinnati, where she developed 
a comprehensive herbal course. 
abouteating.com column: 
rita@communitypress.com
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PO
LYFACE  FARM

’S

Swoope, Virginia

INTENSIVE
DISCOVERY

ACRES U.S.A.  PRESENTS

LIMITED TO 30 PEOPLE PER SESSION.

Don’t miss out — register today!
Visit www.acresusa.com/pages/events or call 1-800-355-5313 
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with any Polyface Seminar registration. Use promotional code  

POLYFACE online. To receive discount, purchase  
must be made at time of registration.

VISIT THE SALATINS &  
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• PASTURED POULTRY
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• PASTURED RABBITS
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• ON-FARM PROCESSING,
MARKETING, AND MORE!
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with the 
Stainless Steel

Portable
BurnCage™

STAINLESS STEEL CONSTRUCTION is light-
weight, durable, and portable (it folds for 
easy storage).

PERFORATED LID and sidewalls maximize 
airfl ow and trap embers.

1600° TEMPERATURES mean more thorough 
burning with less ash.

No more UNSAFE 
and UNSIGHTLY

rusty barrel!

PERFECT FOR:
•  Sensitive fi nancial documents 
•  All burnable household waste*
• Old leaves and branches

*  Always check local ordinances before burning.
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OriginalNEW 

BurnCage™
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2X 

THE VOLUME 
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Now Available 
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Go Online or Call for FREE Information Kit, 
Pricing, and Factory Direct Offer!

    BurnCage.com 
888-213-2332
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HOW TO CHOOSE  
BETWEEN 
NATURAL DYES 
OR ACID DYES

NATURAL DYES HAVE BEEN USED FOR 
centuries creating color from plants, insects, 
fungus, and minerals. Certain colors denoted 

higher social classes and wealth because they were 
harder to obtain. In contrast, acid/synthetic dyes 
are a recent development from the mid 1850s. 

 Choosing natural or synthetic dyes can be con-
fusing to new dyers. There are pros and cons to each 
method and certain precautions should be taken 
no matter what type of dye material you choose. 

 
WHAT ARE ACID DYES FOR WOOL 
OR PROTEIN FIBER? 

Synthetic acid dyes come in a wide range of colors 
and are easy to use. They are vivid and can be more 
closely duplicated. The dyes can contain heavy 
metals that might be toxic. It’s important to read the 
information provided by the manufacturer before 
using the dyes. Acid dyes form a covalent bond with 
protein fiber in the presence of a mild acid. Vinegar 
or acetic acid are commonly used for this. Follow the 
directions carefully when mixing the dye. I prefer 
to use grams as a measurement for both the dye 
powder and the weight of dry goods to be dyed. 

Country life :: dyes

1 Mordant wool fiber or yarn if using natural dyes. When using 
acid dyes, mordanting is not necessary.  2 For comparison, 
natural dye from logwood (purple) and acid dye deep purple. 

BY JANET GARMAN

2

1
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STEP-BY-STEP WITH ACID DYES 
The following is a general description of how to 

use acid dyes. Your method may vary and the man-
ufacturer’s recommendations should be followed. 
Begin with skirted, scoured fiber or clean yarn that 
has been washed to remove any sizing. Weigh the dry 
fiber and make a note of the weight in grams. If you 
choose to use ounces, use ounces for all weights. 

The dye powder container will have a recommen-
dation for the amount of dry dye powder per pound 
of yarn. For simplicity, we will use one pound of fiber. 
One pound is equal to 16 ounces or 453.5 grams. 

Now, when you know the weight in grams, you 
can easily convert the percentage of dye based on the 
instructions. If the dye recommends 2 percent dye  
powder per weight of goods to be dyed, that would  
be 9 grams of dye per pound. 

  
BEGIN TO DYE WITH ACID DYE 
1. Add the dry dye powder to a half cup of water to  
 form a paste. Slowly add more water to dissolve  
 the dye. 
2. Next, add the dissolved dye to the dye pot of water. 
 The dye pot should have enough water in it that the 
 fiber can move freely and not be stuffed into the pot. 
3. Begin to heat the water. 
4. Wet the material to be dyed. I like to use mesh  
 laundry bags for dyeing fleece because it makes it 
 easy to handle. 
5. Add a half to two cups of vinegar to the dye pot  
 according to the manufacturer’s directions. 
6. Add the wet fiber. 
7. Continue to raise the temp of the dye bath. When it  
 reaches 180 to 190°F, hold the temperature at that 
 point for 30 minutes. Do not let the liquid boil  
 as you could end up   
 felting the wool. 
8. Check the dye bath after  
 30 minutes at 180°F. The water  
 should be mostly clear and the  
 wool should be the color you  
 desired. If not, continue to heat  
 for a few more minutes and  
 recheck. Occasionally, not  
 all the dye will absorb. 
9. Turn off the heat and let the dye  
 bath cool. Carefully remove the  
 fiber and set it on a clean surface 
 to drain. It will be extremely hot 
 so use protective gloves when  
 handling. When the fiber is   

 room temperature, rinse in similar temperature 
 water until the water runs clear. Squeeze out extra 
 water, but do not twist or wring or you might felt 
 the fiber. I like to lay the fiber on large racks  
 to air dry. 

CLEANING UP ACID DYES 
Heavy metals such as chrome or copper have toxicity 

cautions. The dye containing these metals should not 
be disposed of in the water supply or sewers. Pouring 
them into gardens and lawns is not a good practice 
either. Careful measurements when preparing the 
dye bath should result in most or all of the dye being 
bonded to the protein fiber. The water is left clear 

Dye bath using madder root as the color choice. Madder 
produces a wide range of colors, including rust, reds, 
burgundy, and salmon. 

“If country life is healthful to the body, it is no less so to the mind.” – Giovanni Ruffini
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when this happens. Acid dyes can be brought to a 
neutral state by adding baking soda before disposal. 
PH test papers are helpful to have on hand to deter-
mine the pH of the dye bath. When in doubt, the 
manufacturer should have posted instructions on 
safe disposal. Some dyes may need to be stored in 
plastic jugs until a community clean-up day is held. 

 
NATURAL DYES FOR WOOL OR PROTEIN FIBER 

The steps used when dyeing with natural dyes are 
somewhat different. First, you have to source the dye 
material. These can be purchased from various dye 
suppliers or you can find the material in nature. 

 
STARTING THE NATURAL DYE PROCESS 

The first step for most natural dyes is a mor-
dant bath for the fiber. You can do this ahead of 
making the dye bath or the day you plan to dye. 
The longer the fiber sits in the mordant bath the 
better. I use a 12 percent solution of alum in water. 
If you choose to mordant fleece or yarn ahead 
of time and let it dry for storage, just wet the 
wool before dyeing. There is no need to redo the 
mordant bath when dyeing wool yarn or fiber. 

Each raw dye material will have slight vari-
ations used to make a dye bath.  If using dry 
powdered natural dyes, follow the instruc-
tions on the label. The dry powdered dyes are 
concentrated forms of the raw materials. 

Onion skins make beautiful yellow and gold dyes 
and are easy to save for a dye bath. Using onion 
skins as an example, collect enough dry onion skin 
to equal 10 percent dry weight of the fiber. For 
example, 16 ounces of fiber would require 1.6 ounces 
(45 grams) dry onion skin. (NOTE: some dyers use 
as high as 50 percent weight of onion to dry fiber. 
I prefer a softer shade of yellow and have cut back 
to 10 percent with good results. Other dyers will 
simply say “more is better” for the amount. ) 

Onion has natural tannins so mordanting is 
not always necessary. However, you can still 
dye the wool if you did mordant the fiber. 

 
STEP-BY-STEP NATURAL DYES 
PROCEDURE — ONION SKIN 
1. Using a stainless steel stock pot cover the onion 
skins with fresh water. Bring to a simmer for one 
hour. Alternative methods using no heat, leave the 
onion skins soaking in the water for a few days. 
This is a good dye to practice the solar dyeing 
wool procedure. After heating, you can leave the 
onion skins in the pot overnight for richer color. 

Onion skins, ready to turn into dye for wool yarn.

SAFETY NOTE 
With both natural dyes and acid dyes, use  
protective safety gear such as rubber gloves, a 
dual cartridge respirator mask, and safety glasses. 
Use only stainless steel pots reserved for dye  
projects. Residue from some dyes can still be  
present and therefore, you don’t want that in your 
food preparation cookware.

Country life :: dyes
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AMERICA’S ORIGINAL Walk-Behind Brush Mower!
The DR® Field and Brush Mower just got even better—

*Assembled in 
the USA using 
domestic and 
foreign parts.

Mows and mulches weeds, 
brush, even saplings up to 3" thick!

 Field and Brush Mower just got even better—

*Assembled in 
the USA using 
domestic and 
foreign parts.

Mows and mulches weeds, 
brush, even saplings up to 3" thick!
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MOW WHILE YOU RIDE...
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34"-wide cut for faster mowing!

EASIER. Power steering gives 
you fi ngertip control.
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The EASY DR® Way 
to Trim and MOW!
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backstrain of handheld trimmers!
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weeds without bogging down—
the ONLY trimmer guaranteed 
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on big, easy-rolling wheels!
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Cutting Cord (up to 225 mil) 
takes seconds to change. 
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FREE
SHIPPING
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FINANCING
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2. Strain the onion skins 
from the dye liquid. 
3. Wet the fiber to be dyed. 
4. Push it into the dye pot using a 
long-handled spoon. Do not stir and 
agitate or you risk felting the fiber. 
5. Bring dye bath to a simmer 
just below boiling. 
6. After one hour, turn off the heat 
and allow the fiber to cool. You can 
leave the fiber in for a few hours or a 
few days for stronger color. Remove 
from the dye pot. Squeeze out extra 
water, but do not twist or wring. 
Then, rinse well in lukewarm water 
until no color runs from the fiber. 
Hang to dry or dry flat on a rack. 

CLEANUP FOR NATURAL DYES 
Exhaust bath dye is using the 

color that is left in the dye pot until 
no color remains. Doing this is one 
way to achieve shadings of the same 
color family. Since plant dyes are 
natural, disposing of them is simple. 
There are a few that I won’t pour on 
my gardens, such as black walnut 
or pokeberry. For the most part, any 
excess dye liquid from natural dyes 
ends up watering my garden.  

Mordant wool fiber or yarn if using 
natural dyes. When using acid dyes, 
mordanting is not necessary.

Country life :: dyes
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farm to fork :: best barbecue ribs     

Secrets to the  
Best Barbecue Ribs

MY FIRST BITE OF SPICY, 
saucy barbecue ribs in 
a local ribs restaurant 

put me on a quest to perfect this 
ultimate finger food. The best 
barbecue ribs have intense flavor 
from a dry rub and smoky barbecue 
sauce, and a texture that is tender, 
meaty, and succulent. Could I 
replicate these pork ribs at home? 

 I learned from my husband, 
Frank, that not every pork rib makes 
the best barbecue ribs. He grew up 
on a farm raising pigs for meat. Like 
many children of that era on farms, 
he learned how to butcher a pig. 
Consequently, just about every part 
of the pig was used. Goetta was 
made from pork shoulder. Hog 
head cheese was made, yes, with 
the pig’s head and morphed into a 

kind of chunky country pâté that’s 
quite flavorful. Waste not, want not! 

 Not all ribs are created equal.  
The type of rib meat is determined  
by where they are located on the  
pig. Baby back ribs are hands-down 
favorites. 

  
BABY BACK/PORK LOIN RIBS 

Baby backs are lean and tender, 
which makes them my go-to-ribs. 
They are sometimes labeled as pork 
loin ribs and are located at the top 
of the rib cage. The name “baby” 
is because they are shorter than 
spareribs, and “back” because they 
are closest to the main backbone. 
Baby backs are meatier than spare-
ribs and take less time to cook. 

 

SPARERIBS 
Spareribs are cut from the bottom 

portion of the ribs and have what’s 
called a brisket flap on the bottom. 
Spareribs are longer than baby 
backs and have less meat, more fat, 
and a tougher texture. Although 
spareribs have a lot of flavor, they’re 
not my choice for barbecuing. 

 
ST. LOUIS RIBS 

St. Louis ribs are spareribs with 
the rib tips and brisket flap cut off 
to remove cartilage and gristle. 
As a result, they have a uniform 
shape. They take about the same 
time to cook as baby backs. 

 
COUNTRY STYLE RIBS 

Guess what? These thick, meaty 
ribs are not cut from the rib cage.  

BY RITA HEIKENFELD
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“ ’Tis an ill cook that cannot lick his own fingers.”  — William Shakespeare

They’re usually cut from the shoulder but may be 
cut from the loin. Not easily eaten with fingers, 
they’re the knife and fork kind of ribs. Coun-
try style ribs may take a bit longer to cook. 

 
WHAT IS SILVER SKIN AND WHY 
DO YOU HAVE TO REMOVE IT? 

Also called the membrane, this skin covers the 
bone side of each whole rack of ribs. If left on, silver 
skin keeps seasoning from penetrating and cooks up 
with a leathery texture. Some ribs are sold with the 
skin removed. If you have to remove it here’s how:

1.  Slide a knife under the silver skin toward 
the beginning of the rack, or really just about 
anywhere. It if resists in one spot, try another. 
2.  Lift and loosen it with the knife until you can 
grab it with a paper towel. 
3.  Pull it off. Sometimes it comes off in one long  
sheet; other times you have to start over with  
the knife. 

SPICY DRY RUB FOR RIBS 
Try this on tenderloin, or loin, as well. 
Ingredients 
6 tbsp granulated garlic powder 
3 tbsp chili powder blend*
2 tbsp plus 2 teaspoons ground cumin 
2 tbsp plus 1 teaspoon salt 
2 tsp coarsely ground black pepper 
2 tsp sweet paprika 
2 tsp ground allspice 

Instructions 
Whisk everything together. 
Store in an airtight container in the  
refrigerator up to a month, or freeze up 
to six months. 

*CHILI POWDER BLEND 
1 tbsp smoked paprika
1 tbsp sweet paprika
1 tbsp cumin
1 tsp cayenne
1 tsp oregano
1 tsp thyme
1 tsp black pepper
1 tsp Kosher salt
1/8 tsp nutmeg
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RITA’S SMOKY BARBECUE SAUCE 
This is a nice do-ahead sauce. Use this recipe  

as a guide. After cooking, adjust seasonings to  
your taste. 

Ingredients
4 cups ketchup 
1/2 cup cider vinegar or to taste 
1/3 cup Worcestershire sauce 
1/2 to 3/4 cup firmly packed dark brown sugar  
or more to taste 
1/4 cup molasses or more to taste 
1/4 cup prepared mustard 
2 tbsp Tabasco 
2 tbsp barbecue rub (see recipe on pg. 61) 
1 to 2 tsp liquid smoke 
1 tbsp chipotle peppers in adobo sauce. I 
purée the peppers for easy measuring. 

Instructions 
Combine everything in a pan and bring to 
a boil. Reduce heat to a simmer and cook 
until dark and thick, about 30 minutes. 
Store in refrigerator for up to a month. 

RIBS 
We like baby back/loin ribs — three to five  

pounds cut into six to seven rib slabs  
or left whole. 

 

TIP: 
Use a light hand when 
brushing on the sauce. 

Several light coats make 
 for a glossy coating that 

sticks better than one 
 thick coating that  

clumps and slides off. 
Serve with additional 

 warm sauce on the side.

farm to fork :: best barbecue ribs     
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SEASONING AND PRECOOKING
This may be different from what 

you’re used to, but trust me, this 
method creates excellent flavor. 

Season ribs with the rub on both 
sides. Be generous and pat it in. 

Place on a hot grill and “mark” 
them for a few minutes on each 
side. Marking means allowing 
the ribs to grill just until you see 
grill marks, that’s all. BONUS: 
This can be done ahead! 

Preheat oven to 300 degrees F. 
Arrange ribs in a single layer in a 

baking pan and pour some chicken 
broth or beer around ribs — about a 
cup or so. This makes for a flavorful 
steam. Cover tightly with foil and 
cook until fork tender, anywhere 
from two to two-and-a-half hours. 
You don’t want them falling apart. 
This can be done ahead of time too! 

When you’re ready to serve, heat 
the grill to medium-high. Place 
ribs on the grill and start brushing 
with sauce. I do this several times 
on both sides. They’re ready 
when they are hot throughout 
and the sauce is charred a bit.   

GRANULATED 
GARLIC VS. 

POWDERED:  
WHAT’S THE 

DIFFERENCE? 

Granulated garlic consists 
of irregular particles. 

Powdered garlic is finely 
ground with a more 

intense flavor. They can 
be used interchangeably, 

but use less powdered 
garlic than granulated. 
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A Landowner's Guide  
to Managing Your Woods

SAVE
25%

Root CellaringSAVE
25%

$14.95
Now $11.25 — Save 25%

By Mike and nancy BuBel

In Root Cellaring, the Bubels tell how to suc-
cessfully use this natural storage approach. 
Learn: How to choose vegetable and fruit 
varieties that will store best.; Specific indi-
vidual storage requirements for nearly 100 
home garden crops.; How to use root cellars 
in the country, in the city, and in any environ-
ment.; How to build root cellars, indoors and 
out, big and small, plain and fancy.; Case 

histories — reports on the root cellaring techniques and experi-
ences of many households all over North America. 298 pages

$19.99
Now $14.99 — Save 25%

By ann larkin Hansen, Mike seversen, & dennis l. WaterMan

Whether you own a few acres of woodland or 
many, A Landowner’s Guide to Managing Your 
Woods will help you become an active and 
effective steward of your forest. Beginning 
with an explanation of the natural processes 
governing forest development, the authors 
present active steps you can take to guide 
your woodland toward a state of health and 
beauty and sustainably produce one of the 

world’s greatest renewable resources — wood. 297 pages

Mini-Farming SAVE
25%

$18.95
Now $14.25 — Save 25%

By Brett l. MarkHaM

Mini Farming describes a holistic ap-
proach to small-area farming that will 
show you how to produce 85 percent 
of an average family’s food on just 
a quarter acre and earn $10,000 
in cash annually while spending less 
than half the time that an ordinary 
job would require. 227 pages

The Ultimate Guide to Natural  
Farming and Sustainable Living:  

Permaculture for Beginners

$19.99
Now $9.99 — Save 50%

By nicole Faires

Permaculture is an important but often mis-
understood method of growing food and 
building homes in a manner that works 
with nature, rather than against it, to cre-
ate beautiful, healthy, and useful gardens. 
The Ultimate Guide to Natural Farming and 
Sustainable Living simplifies this vast field 
for practical application. This is a hands-on 
guide, taking the beginner through each 
step of the design process so that anyone 

can apply permaculture principles to his or her life. 330 pages

Compact Farms

$19.99
Now $14.99 — Save 25%

By JosH volk

Small is beautiful, and these 15 real 
farm plans show that small-scale 
farmers can have big-time success. 
Compact Farms is an illustrated guide 
for anyone dreaming of starting, ex-
panding, or perfecting a profitable 
farming enterprise on five acres or 
less. These real-life plans and down-
and-dirty advice will equip you with 
everything you need to actually real-

ize your farm dreams. 226 pages

SAVE
25%

SAVE
50%

Worms Eat  
My Garbage

SAVE
25%

$14.95
Now $11.25 — Save 25%

By Mary appelHoF, Joanne olszeWski, ForeWard By aMy steWart

For more than three decades, this best-sell-
ing guide to the practice of vermicompost-
ing has taught people how to use worms to 
recycle food waste into nutrient-rich fertilizer 
for houseplants or gardens. Small-scale, self-
contained worm bins can be kept indoors, in 
a basement, or even under the kitchen sink in 
an apartment — making vermicomposting 
a great option for city dwellers and anyone 
who doesn’t want or can’t have an outdoor 

compost pile. The fully revised 35th anniversary edition features 
the original’s same friendly tone, with up-to-date information on 
the entire process, from building or purchasing a bin (readily 
available at garden supply stores) to maintaining the worms and 
harvesting the finished compost. 183 pages

Countryside bookstore :: homesteading
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$24.95
Now $18.69 — Save 25%

By roger MarsHall

How to Build Your Own 
Greenhouse

From the simplest cold frame to the 
most elaborate freestanding tropi-
cal paradise, there is a greenhouse 
plan in this collection to suit every 
gardener’s needs. Roger Marshall 
guides you through all the style 
options, the practical consider-
ations of choosing materials and a 
site, and every step of the building 
process, from foundation to glaz-
ing. Includes many diagrams and 

charts to make your project easier. 255 pages

SAVE
25%

Storey's Guide  
to Raising Chickens

$19.95
Now $14.99 — Save 25%

By gail daMeroW

This informative book for both begin-
ning and experienced chicken owners 
covers breed selection, building feed-
ers and shelters, how to collect and 
store your eggs to maintain freshness 
(or hatching), care for chicks, maintain-
ing good flock health, raising broil-
ers for meat, showing your birds, and 
more. 438 pages

SAVE
25%Hive ManagementSAVE

50%

$16.95
Now $8.49 — Save 50%

By ricHard e. Bonney

Here is a guide that offers concise, up-
to-date information on the whole range 
of beekeeping tasks, including: How to 
prevent, control, and capture swarms.; 
What you can tell from an outside in-
spection of your hives.; When and how 
to “take the crop” and harvest honey.; 
How to successfully requeen – from 
handling and marking queens to meth-
ods of.; Introducing one into a hive.; 
The problem signs to look for when you 
open up a hive. 152 pages

Building Small Barns, 
Sheds, & Shelters

$18.95
Now $14.29 — Save 20%

By Monte BurcH

Extend your working, living and 
storage areas with low-cost barns, 
sheds and animal shelters. Building 
Small Barns, Sheds & Shelters pro-
vides basic, easy-to-follow construc-
tion methods for attractive outbuild-
ings. Here’s complete information 
on tools and materials; foundations 
and floors; framing, sheathing and 
roofing; windows and doors; wiring 

and plumbing; and finishing details. 248 pages

SAVE
20%

Fences For  
Pasture & Garden

SAVE
25%

$16.95
Now $12.75 — Save 25%

By gail daMeroW

A well-made fence brings peace 
of mind if you keep livestock or 
tend a garden that’s vulnerable 
to wildlife predators, you know 
that a good fence is essential for 
protecting your investment. Fences 
For Pasture & Garden is a  practi-
cal, easy-to-use guide to selecting, 
planning, and building fences that 
work. Filled with sound, up-to-date 
advice and instruction, Fences for 

Pasture & Garden makes fence-building a task anyone can tack-
le with confidence. 154 pages

The Electric Fencing Handbook

Only $14.95

By ann larkin Hansen

Use electric fencing to protect your 
livestock, poultry, beehives, and 
garden. Portable electric fencing 
is key to successful rotational graz-
ing, while permanent electric fenc-
ing effectively protects gardens 
and orchards and secures large 
pastures. Through clear instructions 
accessible to everyone, you’ll learn 
when to use these methods or a 

combination of the two, plus how to plan for, build, and main-
tain your electric fencing. This crucial tool is cost effective and 
versatile, but veteran farmer and author Ann Larkin Hansen 
also explains what not to do with an electric fence. 95 pages
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Countryside bookstore :: homesteading

$24.95 
Now $12.49 — Save 50%

By saMuel tHayer

Nature's Garden

We are surrounded by free groceries 
— gourmet, organic, super-nutritious 
foods — that we have never tasted 
and do not recognize. This book not 
only identifies these fruits, nuts, grains 
and vegetables for you, it also teaches 
you where to find them and shows you 
how to prepare them. 512 pages

SAVE
50%

By steve Brill

Identifying and Harvesting  
Edible and Medicinal Plants

Learn how to find and prepare more 
than five hundred different plants 
for nutrition and better health, in-
cluding such common plants as mul-
lein, stinging nettle, cattail, and wild 
apricots. More than 260 detailed 
line drawings help readers identify 
a wide range of plants — many of 
which are suited for cooking by fol-
lowing the more than thirty recipes 

included in this book. 317 pages

$21.99   
Now $16.49 — Save 25%

$14.95
Now $11.20 — Save 25%

By alexander scHWaB

Mushrooming Without Fear

Novices eager to collect tasty wild 
mushrooms will find this unique guide 
invaluable. Unlike others, it focuses 
only on those types that are both safe 
to eat and delicious. Most important, 
it presents the eight rules of mush-
room gathering in a straightforward 
fashion. Each is identified with several 
color photographs and identification 
checklist, and there’s also information 
on mushroom season, handling, stor-

age, and cooking, complete with recipes. 128 pages.

For a complete list of books visit:
www.countrysidenetwork.com/shop

$22.95
Now $17.25 — Save 25%

By saMuel tHayer

The Forager's Harvest

Samuel Thayer draws upon a lifetime of 
experience with edible wild plants, shar-
ing his in-depth knowledge of foraging 
with authority, enthusiasm and humor. 
Gain an intimate understanding of all the 
plants in this book — where to find them, 
how to identify them, seasons of harvest 
and methods of collection and prepara-
tion. The perfect guide for all levels of 
experience. Includes more than 200 color 
photos, a step-by-step tutorial to plant 

identification, details on potentially confusing plants, a foraging 
calendar showing harvest times and more. 360 pages

SAVE
25%

SAVE
25%

SAVE
25%

$24.95
Now $12.49 — Save 50%

By Frank tozer

The Uses of Wild Plants

A must-have for foragers, botanists, 
herbalists, gardeners, permacultur-
ists and anyone who wants to learn 
more about wild plants, this insight-
ful guide provides interesting and 
valuable uses for more than 1,200 
species in 500 genera of wild 
plants. This book provides a survey 
of how plants have been used for 
food, drink, medicine, fuel, clothing, 
intoxicants and more throughout 

history. Each listing includes a detailed description and drawing 
to aid in identifying these valuable plants in your garden and in 
the wild. 263 pages.

SAVE
50%

$13.95
Now $8.99 — Save 35%

By peter a. gail

The Dandelion  
Celebration

The definitive guide to gathering, pre-
paring and savoring the entire dande-
lion in everything from appetizers to 
“coffee” and dessert. Learn the colorful 
history, medicinal potential, nutritional 
benefits and hundreds of uses for dan-
delions in your life. A valuable addition 
to any homestead library or a unique 
and practical gift. Over 75 recipes! 
155 pages., Spiral Bound

SAVE
35%
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Feel free to use another sheet of paper, or call 970-392-4419 to place your order today!

Title       Quantity           Price

Order Form

Total books $

Shipping*   $ 
  
  
Subtotal   $

WI Residents
add 5.5% sales tax    $

Total   $

$4 first item, $1 each add'l item
*Call for Priority  & Foreign Rates

Visa        MC         Discover         AmEx

No.:
Expiration:
Phone:

Name:
Address:
City:
State:    Zip:
E-mail:

Mail your order to:
Countryside Bookstore 

P.O. Box 1848,
Carson City, NV 89702

Only $8.95

Building Raised Beds,
Easy, Accessible Garden Space for  

Vegetables and Flowers

For beginning gardeners and hom-
eowners, this handbook shows you 
exactly how to plan, build, and plant 
a simple raised bed. Fully illustrated 
step-by-step instructions make it easy 
and ensure success! In just a weekend, 
using a few basic materials and mini-
mal building skills, you can set up a 

complete garden bed adapted for vegetables, flowers, or 
herbs. 91 pages.

By MarsHall Bradley

Straw Bale Gardens Complete

The most exciting breakthrough in vegetable gardening in a generation! Just a couple of years ago 
almost no one in the gardening world had heard about straw bale gardening. Today, it is the hottest 
new method for veggie growing, with tens of thousands of dedicated followers across the globe. 
Straw bale gardens offer: high yields; no weeding; no soil; extended growing season by weeks; can 
be conventional or 100% organic, your choice; can go anywhere, even balconies and driveways. 
176 pages. 

By Joel karsten

Only $24.99

By david toHt

40 Projects For Building  
Your Backyard Homestead

40 Projects for Building Your Back-
yard Homestead provides details on 
how to build more than 40 projects 
to enhance readers’ sustainable liv-
ing. Even if you are only moderately 
handy, you’ll discover the tools and 
techniques for building your own 
feeders, fences, and structures. In the 
process, you’ll save money and have 
the satisfaction of doing it yourself. 

255 pages. Only $16.95
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4 5 6

1 2 3

7 8 9

BEAUTIFUL CREATIONS 
from our talented readers!

See all the coloring pages from our last issue.
countrysidenetwork.com/daily/coloring-pages-2019

1 John Paul Hill, 9 years old   2 Walter Miller, 6 years old, Arkansas   3 Adam, 14 years old   4 Sadee Wilson, 12 years old   
5 Tilly Ott, 13 years old, Ohio   6 Jenna Nelson   7 Milan Chupp   8 Robert Fiscus   9 Shirley Wall



Countryside :: community

1 Turkey Lurkey is settling in for the night.    Karen Bennett  2 Our farm life as we grow our pasture-based farm focusing 
on beef, pork, and eggs in southwest WI.    unconventional_acres  3 This sweet girl needed rescuing from the cold 
sidewalk. After she warmed herself in my hand, she made herself pretty and went to work.    Christy Sears, Sweet Bee 
Removal, Los Angeles  4 A dewy morning on our 130 acre homestead outside of Hope, Arkansas.    Mary Compton

EMAIL PHOTOS in 
JPG format to editor@
countrysidemag.com 
with “Capture Your 
Countryside” in the 
subject line.

MAIL YOUR ENTRY TO:  
Countryside, P.O. Box 566, Medford, WI 54451
To have your photos returned, please include 
a self-addressed stamped envelope.

Countryside & Small Stock Journal retains the right to publish and/or reproduce any and all photos submitted.

MESSAGE US ON 
FACEBOOK  
facebook.com/
iamcountryside

TAG US ON 
INSTAGRAM or use 
#iamcountryside: 
instagram.com/
iamcountryside

WAYS  
TO SHARE

CAPTURE YOUR COUNTRYSIDE AND SHARE IT WITH US! 
We love getting a glimpse into your everyday homesteading moments. 

1 2

3 4
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after Chores :: just for fun
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“Opportunity is missed by most people because it is dressed in overalls and looks like work.” — Thomas Edison

Enter by completing this puzzle, using answers found in 
this issue. The winner will be chosen randomly from all 

correct submissions returned by April 1, 2019.

Name: _________________________________________________

C O U N T R Y S I D E  C R O S S W O R D  R E A D E R  C O N T E S T  M A R C H / A P R I L  2 0 1 9

ACROSS

2. It is easier to build 
H-braces with 
two ______.

4.  _____ _____ make 
beautiful yellow 
and gold dyes.

8.  The ____ of a 
goat is usually 
held up unless it 
is sick or injured.

12.  Pigs should always 
eat a variety 
of _______.

13.  Pigs are single 
_______ animals.

15.  A beekeeper needs 
to do a ____ 
__________ on 
a regular basis.

17.  __________ allow 
you to build up 
the ground with a 
permeable material 
that levels easily.

19.  Each beehive will 
post ______ to 
keep intruders out.

20.  Chamomile and 
_______ are 
members of the 
same plant family.

DOWN 

1.  ________ was a 
method using just 
one or two herbs 
for home remedies.

3.  These ribs are 
usually cut from the 
shoulder, sometimes 
from the loin: 
____________.

5.  Using ___ _______ 
allows your grass 
to dry better and 
more thoroughly.

6. ______ ____ 
covers the bone 
side of each whole 
rack of ribs.

7.  In a thriving 
____________, 
both trees and 
animals benefit.

9.  The Freemans 
used ____ __ 
____ to create the 
walls and roof of 
their root cellar.

10.  Goats will browse 
and sheep 
will _____.

11.  ________ is when 
a mass of bees 
hang out on the 
outside of the hive.

14.  The allantoin 
in _______ is 
regenerative and 
is effective in 
healing cuts.

16.  Carrots, beets, and 
________ can be 
stored in containers 
of damp sawdust

18.  Choosing natural or 
_________ dyes 
can be confusing 
to new dyers.

If you get stuck, 

just remember all 

the answers can 

be found in articles 

throughout this 

issue. Have fun!

Win a Countryside Beanie!
To submit, either:

Print, fill out, and mail to:
Countryside Reader Contest

P.O. Box 566, Medford, WI 54451 

Print, fill out, then take a  
picture and email to:

editor@countrysidemag.com

Be sure to include your  
contact information so we can inform you 

if you won the Countryside beanie.
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Countryside :: almanack

SUNDAY MONDAY TUESDAY WEDNESDAY THURSDAY FRIDAY SATURDAY

Seed bedding 
plants near the 
White Cabbage 
Butterfly Moon. 
Plant root crops 
and perform animal 
maintenance under 
the waning Moon.

3 4 5 6 7 8 9

10 11 12 13 14 15 16

17 18 19 20 21 22 23

24 25 26 27

Predator activity 
increases with 
warmer weather. 

As the days 
lengthen, watch 
for your mares to 
come into heat. 
Also, start drying 
off Bessie before 
her next calf 
comes along.

The season of 
flowering fruit 
trees is underway 
throughout the 
South. Mayapples 
emerge below 
the Mason-Dixon 
Line, morel 
mushrooms soon 
to follow.
Clean out nesting 
boxes and collect 
eggs regularly to 
help prevent hens 
from brooding.

Daylight Saving 
Time begins this 
morning. Transi-
tion your livestock 
and family grad-
ually to their new 
daily schedule.

Today is St. 
Patrick’s Day, a 
traditional time 
to plant peas and 
potatoes.

Expect swarm 
season for bees to 
occur about three 
weeks after the 
end of the major 
dandelion bloom.

Spray fruit trees 
for mites, scale, 
and aphid when 
temperatures 
remain above 40 
for several days.

Fertilize your 
pastures several 
weeks before you 
let your livestock 
graze.

As conditions  
permit, sow seeds 
for forages that 
will provide  
as close to year-
round grazing as 
possible.

Carpenter bees 
start drilling holes 
in your barn siding.

Termites swarm 
as the weather 
moderates.

Frosts could be 
over for the winter 
along the 40th 
Parallel, but an av-
erage year brings 
about  20 more to 
Northern gardens.

Continue to 
monitor tempera-
ture conditions for 
swine. 75 degrees 
is a good average 
for most stages of 
growth.

Consider planting 
nutritious ladino 
clover and alfalfa 
in your hog 
pasture.

In the far North, 
frost-seed the 
pastures where 
the ground is 
still freezing and 
thawing on a 
regular basis.

Along the 40th  
Parallel, today 
marks the arrival of 
Middle Spring. Field 
crops are planted 
and gardeners set 
out onion sets, 
broccoli, cabbage, 
collards, and  
kale. 

Mardi Gras is today. 
Market your hot-
cross buns!

Plant and 
transplant shade 
and fruit trees, 
shrubs, grape 
vines, strawber-
ries, raspberries, 
and roses.

Some rules of 
thumb for weaning 
kids are: 1) when 
the kid is eight 
weeks old, 2) 
when the kid has 
tripled its birth 
weight, 3) when 
the kid is chewing 
its cud.

Check for red mites 
and lice on your 
poultry. Treat for 
parasites with dia-
tomaceous powder. 
Deworm, too. 

If your pastures get 
too much spring 
rain, your pasture 
plants can have 
an unusually high 
water content, and 
your livestock may 
not get enough 
nutrition from this 
forage.

Don’t expect mild 
weather with the 
arrival of equinox. 
The Full Moon 
close to perigee 
pretty much 
guarantees cruel 
conditions.

Complete the 
culling process. 
If your sheep and 
goats are tagged, 
and if you have 
kept good records, 
you may make the 
best decisions. 

The mass flowering 
of violets and 
dandelions now 
occurs in the South 
and will arrive in 
the Lower Midwest 
in three to four 
weeks.

Put in oats or 
ryegrass for quick 
vegetative cover. 
This is also a 
good time to seed 
and feed the lawn 
(after testing the 
soil).

1 2
When lawn  
growth begins,  
then soil  
temperatures are 
rising through  
the 40s.

The March 9 cold 
front is often the 
most dangerous 
and the coldest 
high-pressure 
system in the 
first two-thirds of 
March. Tornadoes 
and flooding are 
common.

28

“Where in the world would a star be  
without the love of the sky?” 

— Munia Khan

29 30

In the South, start 
worming your 
sheep and goats 
every 17 days.

31

Today is the start 
of the Graduation 
Cookout market 
period. Offer your 
chevon and lamb 
for cookouts at 
graduation  
celebrations 
during the next 
three months.

St. Patrick’s 
Day

march
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BY W. L. FELKER

almanackPoor Will’s COUNTRYSIDE

Early and Middle Spring of 2019

After the April 6 
cold front passes 
east, the possibility 
of damage to  
flowering fruit 
trees increases.

Field corn planting 
is underway 
throughout the 
South and the 
central states. 
Cotton planters 
plant cotton along 
the Gulf.

SUNDAY MONDAY TUESDAY WEDNESDAY THURSDAY FRIDAY SATURDAY

65

7 8

1

9

2

10

3

11

4

12 13

14 15 16 17 18 19

21 22 23 24 25 26 27

28 29 30

Crab apple and 
cherry blossom 
time begins in the 
Lower Midwest and 
all across the East.

Seed tender plants 
under lights, but 
then plant most veg-
etables and flowers 
directly in the 
ground in the days 
around the dark 
of the new Cows 
Switching Their Tails 
Moon (April 5). 

Lunar tidal 
influence swells 
by April 15, and 
perigee increases 
chances of a killing 
frost throughout 
the northern half of 
the United States. 

The second major 
tornado period 
of April begins 
now, lasting in 
most years until 
April 27. 

If your bees are 
not bringing in 
enough pollen, 
feed a pollen 
substitute.

Haying takes 
place throughout 
many Southern 
states; transition 
animals slowly 
from last year’s 
old hay to this 
year’s fresh hay.

Throughout 
the country’s 
midsection, black 
and gray morel 
mushrooms come 
up at this time of 
the month.

Roman Easter is 
today. Save your 
newly-weaned, 
milk-fed lambs 
weighing about 25 
to 45 lbs and not 
older than three 
months, for this 
market.

Orthodox Easter is 
today. Lambs and 
kids should be 
milk-fed and fat.

Destroy tent 
caterpillars as they 
hatch.

New Moon and a 
major high-pres-
sure system is 
likely to intensify 
the low baromet-
ric pressure. This 
week is a major 
tornado window 
of the year.

Bees need water: 
set out shallow 
containers with 
objects on which a 
bee can climb if it 
falls in.

Aphid infestations 
move north. 
Weevils emerge in 
alfalfa.

Be sure salt is 
available as 
animals move 
out to new 
pasture. Keep 
baking soda on 
hand for bloat.

When white clover 
flowers, the main 
honey flow begins 
for many hives. 

Plant root crops 
and perform animal 
maintenance under 
the waning Moon 
(April 1-4 or April 
20-30).

Make sure your 
boar is getting 
enough vitamin E 
and selenium. If he 
isn’t, he may not 
be the breeder that 
you need through-
out the coming 
months. 

Chances for frost 
now virtually 
disappear in the 
South and become 
relatively insignif-
icant throughout 
much of the North.

A major increase 
in the average 
daily amount 
of sunlight now 
occurs throughout 
the country.

Dig in new straw-
berry, raspberry, 
and blackberry 
plants. Dust ros-
es as new leaves 
emerge. Put in 
early sweet corn, 
head lettuce, and 
peas. 

Between now and 
the first of May, 
most dandelions 
go to seed along 
the 40th Parallel.

The high leaf 
canopy fills in, 
casting shade on 
the flower and 
vegetable garden. 

Fruit trees are 
budding in the 
Central Plains, 
the Northeast, the 
Northwest and 
Rocky Mountains. 
The Great Lakes 
region is trans-
planting commer-
cial cabbage.
The Moon is full 
today, combining 
with the April 21 
cold front to bring 
flurries and a 
freeze to the north-
ern two thirds of 
the United States.

When early 
grasses go to 
seed, then Late 
Spring begins.

Cambodia, 
Thailand, and Laos 
immigrants cele-
brate the New Year 
through April 15. 
The Asian market 
favors sheep and 
goats in the 60- to 
80-pound live-
weight range. 
Flea season has 
begun for pets 
and livestock, 
and flies infest 
the barn.

Cutworms and sod 
webworms work 
the cornfields.

20

april

April Fools Day

Easter
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LUNAR FEEDING PATTERNS FOR PEOPLE AND BEASTS
When the moon is above the continental United States, creatures are typically most active.  
The second-most-active times occur when the moon is below the earth.

 DATE ABOVE BELOW
 March 1 – 5 Mornings  Evenings
 March 6 – 13 Afternoon  Midnight to Dawn
 March 14 – 19 Evenings Mornings
 March 20 – 27 Midnight to Dawn Afternoons
 March 28 – 31 Mornings Evenings
 April 1 – 7 Midnight to Dawn Afternoons
 April 8 – 14 Mornings Midnight to Dawn
 April 15 – 21 Afternoons Mornings
 April 22 – 29 Evenings Mornings
 April 30 – 31 Midnight to Dawn Afternoons

PHASES OF THE MOON
March 4 
The Skunk Courting Moon reaches apogee 
(its position farthest from Earth) at 7:25 a.m.

March 6 
The Cabbage White Butterfly Moon is new  
at 11:04 a.m.

March 14 
The Moon enters its second quarter  
at 5:27 a.m.

March 19 
The Moon is at perigee (its position 
closest to Earth) at 2:47 p.m.

March 20 
The Moon is full at 8:43 p.m.

March 27 
The Moon enters its final quarter at 11:10 p.m.

March 29 
The Moon reaches apogee at 7:14 p.m.

April 5 
The Cabbage White Butterfly Moon becomes 
the new Cows Switching Their Tails Moon  
at 3:50 a.m.

April 12 
The Moon enters its second quarter  
at 3:06 p.m.

April 16 
The Moon reaches perigee (its position  
closest to Earth) at 5:02 p.m.

April 19 
The Moon is full at 6:12 a.m.

April 26 
The Moon enters its fourth quarter at 5:18 p.m.

April 28 
The Moon reaches apogee (its position 
farthest from Earth) at 1:20 p.m.

THE SUN
March 10 
Daylight Saving Time begins at 2:00 a.m.  
Set clocks ahead one hour.
March 20 
Equinox occurs at 4:58 p.m.
March 21 
The Sun enters Aries.
April 21 
Today is Cross-Quarter Day, the halfway 
point between equinox and solstice. The 
Sun enters Taurus on the same date.

THE PLANETS
Jupiter and Venus are the Morning Stars, 
Venus always the brighter. Mars is the Evening 
Star. Saturn moves along the southern horizon 
following well behind Jupiter until dawn.

THE STARS
By the first week of March, Orion has moved 
off to the west by midnight, and Corvus, May’s 
corn and soybean planting constellation, 
appears on the horizon. By the middle of 
April, Orion has disappeared from the night, 
and Corvus lies deep in the southern sky.

THE SHOOTING STARS
The Lyrid Meteors are active after midnight 
between Cygnus and Hercules during the 

second and third week of April, peaking on 
April 22 and 23. These shooting stars often 
appear at the rate of 15 to 25 per hour. The 
gibbous waning Moon may interfere with 
meteor watching by brightening the sky.
The Lyrid Meteors are active after mid-
night during the second and third week 
of April, peaking on April 22 and 23.

METEOROLOGY
Major weather systems usually cross  
the Mississippi River on or about 
March 2, 5, 9, 14, 19, 24, and 29 and 
April 2, 6, 11, 16, 21, 24, and 28.

NOVEMBER/DECEMBER 
SCKRAMBLER  

WINNERS & ANSWERS
A prize of $5.00 was promised to the 5th, the 
20th, the 30th and 40th persons to return 
a correct Sckrambler solution (before the 
answers appeared in Countryside) to Poor 
Will. The 5th correct entry was from Mary 
Knutson of Dunseith, ND. The 20th came 
from Duane Hanson of Waupaca, WI, the 
30th from Earl N. Dailey from Middletown, 
OH and the 40th from Carol Coleman of Lew-
iston, ID. Seventy-two entries were received.

THE SCKRAMBLER
MARCH/APRIL

SPRING FLOWERS AND VEGETABLES

ROMSEL 
SESORCCU 
DFFDLSAOI 

LIPSTU 
SESHIDRA 
CTTLTEEU 
NSNOOI 
NORC 

LOCLARSD 
MPSAR 

ROTRACS 
NDDAEIOLNS 

STELVIO 
HTSRFAIOY 

LOPNEL 
SSSRBLUE   
OUTSRSP 
COLICORB 

SEETB 
RABBUHR 
IQUECN

If you are the 1st, the 10th, the 25th, the 
66th or the 130th person to return your 
correct Sckrambler solutions before the  

answers appear in Countryside to 
Poor Will 

P.O. Box 431 
Yellow Springs, OH 45387

you will win $5.00. There should be no typos in 
this puzzle, and no typo prize will be awarded. 

If you happen to find a typo, however, you 
may simply skip that word without penalty.

ANIR/RAIN 
WSNO/SNOW 

EGULED/DELUGE 
REDNUTHMROST/ 
THUNDERSTORM 

RAYSP/SPRAY 
EETSL/SLEET 

LHIA/HAIL 
WED/DEW 

FLRRSUIE/FLURRIES 
ZZBLRDIA/ 
BLIZZARD 

LEZDRIZ/DRIZZLE 
STIM/MIST 

RUOP/POUR 
OHSWER/SHOWER 

ELKNIRPS/ 
SPRINKLE 

OOOMNNS/ 
MONSOON 
CHNDRERE/ 
DRENCHER 

BURSTCLOUD/ 
CLOUDBURST 
AIOSPRDNR/ 
RAINDROPS 

NOITATIPICERP/ 
PRECIPITATION
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THE BACCHUS-JOHNSON SHIELD 
The BEST Goat Anti-Mating Apron

•  HELPS PREVENT UNWANTED BREEDING

•  HELPS PREVENT URINE SCALD

•  LESS STRESS ON THE BUCK & THE HERD

www.houseofbacchuspetsupplies.com

Adjustable and comes in a variety of sizes to accomodate bucks  
of all breeds and ages. Made of durable, water-resistant fabric. 

Weighted and will center itself as the goat moves.

www.NaturallyCozy.com
208-267-COZY (2699)

Handmade, Washable & Reusable

Incontinence Pads
& Menstrual Pads
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PRESSURE COOKERS/CANNERS

SELF PRESERVATION  
FOR YOUR GENERATION AND THE NEXT

Designed & Manufactured  
IN THE U.S.A. SINCE 1930

DOES  

NOT USE

GASKETS
Visit www.aa-cd.co  

to find an online retailer  
or call us direct at 920-682-8627

New  
coop 
lights!
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rEACH OVEr 200,000 PEOPLE FOr JUST $60/YEAr!
MAY/JUNE 2019 DEADLINE: FEbrUArY 22, 2019

ALPACAS/LLAMAS

CATTLE

EQUINE

DOGS

BULLFrOGS

GOATS

HOGS

DOrSET SHEEP

GAME BIrDS

KUNE KUNE PIGS

POULTrY

Wisconsin
DrEAM CHASEr FArM ALPACAS, Ann & Mau-
rice McKercher, 6106 S Dedham rd., Foxboro, 
WI 54836. 715-399-8527, cell: 218-348-4823.  
<amckercher56@yahoo.com> <www.alpaca 
nation.com/dreamchaserfarm.asp> Quality fiber and  
breeding stock for sale. $400 and up.

Idaho
rANA rANCH bULLFrOGS, PO box 1043, 
Twin Falls, ID 83303-1043. 208-734-0899.  
<phrogpharmer@aol.com> American bullfrogs (rana 
catesbeiana). Deep soothing music on your pond. 
Purpose bred, farm-raised, hardy, and prolific. Free 
info sheet.

Kansas
Hickory Creek Farm, El Dorado, KS 67042.  
maryhoover74@yahoo.com. ph 316-323-9131. regis-
tered Dexter Cattle & Kune Kune Pigs for sale.

Missouri
HIGH-LAND FArM, Harold & Jann ramey, rr 73, 
box 3549, Alton, MO 65606. 309-251-4114, Cell: 
309-251-5832. <jannlr51@gmail.com> Scottish 
Highland Cattle.

Illinois
GrANDVIEW ACrES, Dennis & Laura Gray, 14014 
State Line rd., Durand, IL 61024.  815-988-8867/815-
871-3420. <atticmole@gmail.com> St Croix, Dorper 
x Katadin sheep. Purebred Great Pyrenees pup-
pies- weaned or EXPErIENCED. Working parents 
protect our livestock from Coyotes, Wolves, bobcats, 
rAPTOrS. raised with, and social to Lambs, Goats, 
Poultry, more; NOT human socialized. Our 90% losses 
dropped to ZErO with these dogs.

North Carolina
CANE CrEEK VALLEY FArM, Margaret burns, 301 
Cane Creek rd, rutherfordton, NC 28139. 828-286-
0159. <dorsetsrus@yahoo.com>Purebred Dorsets 
since 1974. 

Ohio
STrASSErHUTEN FArMS, robert & Corinne 
Strasser, 4318 Hattrick rd., rootstown, OH 44272-
9770. 330-325-1373. <rstrasser@neo.rr.com> Irish 
Dexter cattle, miniature donkeys. Grass-fed freezer 
beef for sale.

Minnesota
OAKWOOD GAME FArM, INC., PO box 274, Princ-
eton, MN 55371. 800-328-6647. <www.oakwood-
gamefarm.com> Pheasant & Chukar Partridge chicks 
& eggs available. Now smaller quantities of pheasant 
chicks & eggs available for shipping.

Wisconsin
PUrELY POULTrY, PO box 466, Fremont, WI 54940. 
800-216-9917. <Chicks@PurelyPoultry.com>  <www.
PurelyPoultry.com> Guineas, Peacocks. Ducks: Man-
darin, ringed Teal, Whistling Ducks, Wood Ducks, 
Mallard Ducks. Swans: White Mute, Australian black, 
Trumpeter, Whooper, black Necked. Quail: Northern 
bobwhite, Jumbo bobwhite, Texas A & M, Valley, 
Gambel, blue Scale, Mountain, Mearns. Partridge: 
Chukar, Hungarian. ringneck Pheasants: Chinese, 
Kansas, Manchurian Cross, Melantistic Mutant. Or-
namental Pheasants: red Golden, Yellow Golden, 
blue Eared, brown Eared, Lady Amherst, Silver, 
Timminicks Tragopans. 

California
AMbEr WAVES Pygmy Goats and Great Pyrenees 
ship worldwide debbie@amberwaves.info Whether 
you are looking for a loving family pet or a whole herd 
we can help. Visitors by appointment only. Lifetime 
Support. 5-Star Verified Breeder Phone/Fax/Text 
951-736-1076.

Massachusetts
MENDING WALL FArM, Ed & Judy Lowe, PO 
box 722, Assonet, MA 02702. 508-644-5088.  
<mendingwall1948@gmail.com> <www.mendingwall 
farm.homestead.com> Nigerian Dwarf, Tennessee 
Fainting. 

Virginia
rOSA MYSTICA MINIATUrE NUbIAN GOATS, 
robert & Mary Jo Thompson, 1591 WIllow Tree rd., 
Ewing, VA 24248. 502-263-3467. Mini Nubian. Green 
Gables bloodlines. beautiful, friendly pets, ample 
milk/half the feed. Easy to handle. When you’re in 
the area please stop by whether you’re looking or 
dreaming. Welcome.

Wisconsin
WHITE bISON FArM, Dave & Jodi Cronauer, 
5711 Karls Ln., Laona, WI 54541. 715-674-2287. 
<apache_jc@yahoo.com> <www.whitebisonfarm.
com> Idaho Pasture Pigs, KuneKune Pigs, American 
bison, Gypsy Vanner Horses.

Pennsylvania
KUNE KUNE PIGS OF HONEYbrOOK, 436  
Churchtown rd Honeybrook, PA 19344. 717-725-
4666. Piglets available. registered Kune Kune 
Pigs.

California
METZEr FArMS, 26000C Old Stage rd.,  
Gonzales, CA 93926. Year-round hatching.  
Nationwide shipping. Free catalog now, 800-424-7755.  
<www.metzerfarms.com> Ducklings: Pekin,  
rouen, Khaki Campbell, Golden 300 Egg Layer, 
White Layer, blue Swedish, buff, Cayuga, Mallard, 
Welsh Harlequin, White Crested & runners (black, 
Chocolate, blue, Fawn & White) Goslings: Embden, 
White Chinese, brown Chinese, Toulouse, Dewlap 
Toulouse, African, buff, Tufted buff, Sebastopol, 
Pilgrim, roman Tufted, Chicks: rolin S red broilers, 
Cornish Cross, French Pearl Guineas and ringneck 
Pheasants.

Florida
GrEENFIrE FArMS, www.greenfirefarms.com. 
Ultra-rare imported breeds: Ayam Cemani, Cream 
Legbar, Swedish Flower Hens, bielefelder, Marans, 
Isbar, barbezieux, bresse, Sulmtaler, Spitzhauben, 
Olandsk Dwarf, Orust, barnevelder, Merlerault, 
Niederrheiner, Marsh Daisy, Altsteirer, East Frisian 
Gull, Lyonaisse, Malines, Pavlovskaya, Queen Silvia, 
Swedish black Hen, Sussex, Twentse, Lavender 
Wyandotte, Yamato Gunkei.  

Illinois
CHICKEN SCrATCH POULTrY, Larry & Angela McE-
wen, 14025 Cty rd 975 E, McLeansboro, IL 62859. 
618-643-5602. <larry_angie@chickenscratchpoultry.
com> <www.chickenscratchpoultry.com> Coronation 
Sussex, Light Sussex, Lavender Orpington, Chocolate 
Orpington, Jubilee Orpington, black Orpington, black 
Copper Marans, blue Copper Marans, blue Laced red 
Wyandotte, Crested Cream Legbar, Welsummers, 
blue Ameraucana, black Ameraucana, rumpless 
Araucana, Olive Egger, Ayam Cemani, Maline.

Iowa
COUNTY LINE HATCHErY, 2977 Linn buch-
anan rd., Coggon, IA 52218. 319-350-9130.  
<www.countylinehatchery.com> rare and fancy pea-
fowl, guineas, chickens, ducks, turkeys, geese, bantams 
and more. Featuring Showgirls & Silkies. Most economi-
cal and diverse poultry assortment available.

Missouri
CACKLE HATCHErY®, PO box 529, Lebanon, 
MO 65536. 417-532-4581. <cacklehatchery@
cacklehatchery.com><www.cacklehatchery.com> 
Fancy chicks, ducks, geese, turkeys, bantams, 
guineas, pheasants, quail, chukar. FrEE COLOr 
CATALOG.

Pennsylvania
Ephraim Stoltzfus, Felton, PA. 717-927-6705. Selling 
16 week old Pullets! barred rocks, Sexlinks, buff 
Orpingtons, rhode Island reds, New Hampshire, 
black Australorps, Ameraucanas, Dominiques, 
Welsumers, Golden Laced Wyandottes, Delawares, 
Speckled Sussex, rhode Island Whites, Marans, 
White rocks. 

HOFFMAN HATCHErY, INC. PO box 129C, Gratz, 
PA 17030. 717-365-3694. <www.hoffmanhatchery.
com> Chicks, turkeys, ducklings, goslings, guineas, 
gamebirds, bantams, equipment. FrEE CATALOG.

Wisconsin
bASIL’S DUCKS, Todd Prutz, 4751 Coolidge Ave., 
Plover, WI 54467. 715-295-4048. <todd@basducks.
com> <www.basducks.com> Wood Duck, Mandarin, 
Green Wing Teal, blue Wing Teal, Falcated Teal, 
Cinnamon Teal, baikal Teal, Garganey Teal, Pintail, 
redHead, White redhead, Silver redhead, Gold-
eneyes, Hooded Merganser, ring Teal, Mallards, 
Smews, Tufted, Greater Scaup, ring Neck, ruddy, 
Canvasback, Common Merganser, red breasted 
Geese, Emperor Geese. 
PUrELY POULTrY, PO box 466, Fremont, WI 54940. 
800-216-9917. <Chicks@PurelyPoultry.com> <www.
PurelyPoultry.com> 300 varieties: chickens, bantams, 
ducks, geese, turkeys, guineas, swans, pheasants, 
ornamental pheasants, chukars and quail.

North Carolina
GEOrGE PArKEr, 768 Moores Ln., Lumberton, 
NC 28358. 910-374-8176. Jumbo brown Coturnix 
hatching eggs. Shipped postage paid. $35.00/50 eggs.  

QUAIL
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VArIOUS

SHEEP

Michigan
THE WHITE bArN FArM,10080 S. Wyman rd., 
blanchard, MI 49310. <The6PslnAPod@power-net.
net> <www.TheWhitebarnFarm.com> 989-561-5030. 
Romeldale/CVM breeding stock & fleeces.

Missouri
MISSOUrI KATAHDIN brEEDErS ASSOCIATION, 
randy Wehner, 246 Three Springs Loop, Long Lane, 

MO 65590. 417-345-1515. <MoKats@case-agworld.
com> <www.case-agworld.com/MKbA.html> Ka-
tahdin Hair sheep. Why shear when all you want is 
meat? Missouri Katahdins are hardy, good mothers 
and excel on forage.

Alabama
VALLEY FArMS HATCHErY, ryan Kelsey, PO box 
2201, Muscle Shoals, AL, 35662. 256-314-2282. 

<www.valleyfarmshatchery.com><sales@valleyfarm-
shatchery.com> Chickens, bantams, Ducks, Geese, 
Turkeys, Guineas, and More!. Hatching all breeds 
weekly. NPIP Certified. Hatching/Shipping weekly.

Colorado
W a l t z ’ s  A r k  r a n c h ,  D e l t a ,  C O 
< h t t p : / / w w w . n a t u r a l a r k . c o m > 
rare and Heritage Poultry, NPIP & AI clean.  
Dairy and meat goats - boer, Oberhasli, & Nige-
rian Dwarf. All natural, no chemicals no nonsense.  
Online only, no catalog.

• Chickens
• Ducks
• Geese
• Turkeys
• Emus

This definitive guide to North American barnyard and wild fowl includes 
a brief history of each breed, detailed descriptions of identifying charac-
teristics, and colorful photography of more than 128 birds that celebrate 
the birds’ quirky personalities and charming good looks. If it’s fowl facts 

and photos you want, you’ll find them all here.

www.countrysidenetwork.com/shop/ 
storeys-illustrated-guide-to-poultry-breeds

• Guinea Fowl
• Ostriches
• Partridges
• Peafowl
• Swans

     And  Much More! Features 
128+  

Birds!

Storey’s Illustrated Guide to

Poultry Breeds
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BUY, SELL, TRADE • EQUIP YOUR HOMESTEAD • PROMOTE YOUR BUSINESS
JUST $3.15/WORD: 20 WORD MINIMUM • MAY/JUNE 2019 DEADLINE: FEBRUARY 22, 2019

ALTErNATIVE ENErGY

BEEKEEPING

CrAFTS/SUPPLIES

HErBS

FArMErS SOFTWArE

Sofware for your farm

www.farmersweb.com
info@farmersweb.com

SMSofware for your farm

www.farmersweb.com
info@farmersweb.com

GrEENHOUSES

Propane and Solar refrigerators/Freezers, 
Gas Lights, Solar Panels, Propane ranges 
and more. Free brochures. 1-800-771-7702  
www.bensDiscountSupply.com. 

M I L L E r  B E E  S U P P L Y 
YOUr BEE KEEPING EXPErTS SINCE 1976!  
Check us out for all your beekeeping needs. Whether 
you are just starting out or already have bees we are here 
to assist your needs.  Call us Toll Free: 1-888-848-5184. 
496 Yellow banks road, North Wilkesboro, 
NC 28659. Email:info@Millerbeesupply.com*  
www.millerbeesupply.com.

FrEE book: A bible message on Life-Death-Hereafter. 
FrEE Tracts: Why does a Loving God permit Calami-
ties, The New Earth.  bible Standard Ministries (CM). 
1156 St. Matthews road. Chester Springs, PA 19425. 
www.biblestandard.com.

$36,000 IN BACKYArD Growing flowers, gar-
lic, herbs, lavender, microgreens, heirloom to-
matoes, mushrooms, landscaping plants.  
<www.profitableplants.com> 

TANDY LEATHEr’S 252-page buyer’s Guide of 
leather, saddle and tack hardware, tools and much 
more for leathercrafters and farm or ranch. It’s free. 
Tandy Leather Dept. CSY, 1900 SE Loop 820, Ft 
Worth, TX 76140. <www.TandyLeather.com>

BOOKS

BUSINESS OPPOrTUNITIES

FrEE

GArDENING

SOON Church/Government Uniting, Supressing 
“religious Liberty,” Enforcing “National Sunday 
Law”. be Informed! Need mailing address only. TbSM, 
box 99, Lenoir City, TN 37771. thebiblesaystruth@
yahoo.com, 1-888-211-1715.

HEALTH

Tough Greenhouse Plastics, Pond Liners. resists 
hailstones. Samples. box 42, Neche, ND 58265. 204-
327-5540. <www.northerngreenhouse.com>

ArE YOU TIrED OF SUFFErING FrOM bODY PAIN? 
IMPrOVE YOUr HEALTH. GrEAT COMPANSATION 
PLAN. www.phytozonforhealthandwealth.com.

HErBALCOM bulk herbs, spices, supplements. 
Quality at best prices. Free freight. Save at <www.
herbalcom.com> or 888-649-3931 for Free Catalog.
Organic Stevia, bulk herbs, spices, pure essential 
oils, herbal teas, dehydrated vegetables, tinc-
tures, stevia plants. Free catalog. 800-753-9904.  
<www.herbaladvantage.com> <www.healthyvillage.
com>

MEALWOrMS

Visit www.PartsDeptOnline.com for great deals on 
new milking equipment for cows and goats. We sup-
ply to all size dairies. Call for a free 180pg catalog 
1-800-245-8222.

PIANO TUNING PAYS. Learn with American 
School home-study course. Tools included. 
1-800-497-9793.

rEJECTED due to Divorce & remarriage? Free 
Book: “What the Bible Really Teaches On Divorce & 
Remarriage” Write: LFCF 27216 Ingel Rd., Brookfield, 
MO 64628. www.TherightJesus.com.

THE MIDNIGHT CrY has sounded. The angel 
of rEVELATION 14:6 has come. Free literature.  
800-752-1507. <www.ccem1929.com>

“Why We Live After Death,” “The Search For 
Truth” and more free titles from Grail Forum, 786 
Jones road, Vestal, NY 13850, 1-888-205-7307 or  
www.grailforum.com.

MILKING EQUIPMENT

OF INTErEST TO ALL

POULTrY
Colored & White Meat Broilers, layer chicks, turkeys, 
lots more. Free catalog. Myers Poultry Farm, 966 
ragers Hill rd., South Fork, PA 15956. 814-539-7026. 
<www.myerspoultry.com>

Day Old ringneck Pheasant and Chukar Partridge 
chicks and eggs for sale April thru July. Family owned 
and operated since 1967. Call or write Oakwood 
Game Farm, PO box 274, Princeton, MN 55371.  
1-800-328-6647. <www.oakwoodgamefarm.com>

Free catalog. baby chicks, ducks, geese, turkeys, 
gamebirds, Canadian Honkers, Wood ducks. Eggs 
to incubators. books/supplies. 800-720-1134. Strom-
berg’s 4, PO box 400, Pine river, MN 56474-0400. 
<www.strombergschickens.com>

FrEE CATALOG — Chicks, turkeys, ducklings, 
goslings, guineas, gamebirds, bantams, equipment. 
Hoffman Hatchery, box 129C, Gratz, PA 17030.  
717-365-3694. <www.hoffmanhatchery.com>

rIDGWAY’S 96th YEAr. Chicks, ducklings, turkeys, 
guineas, gamebirds, goslings, books and supplies. 
Visa/MasterCard/Discover. 800-323-3825. www.ridg-
wayHatchery.com Free Catalog. ridgway Hatchery, 
box 306, Larue 7, OH 43332. 

America’s
Favorite 
Poultry 
Magazine

countrysidenetwork.com
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1911-2019
Since 1911 Covington has 

made reliable, rugged 
planters. Contact us for a 

brochure on our full line of 
planters and fertilizers or 

the dealer nearest you.

Pioneers in Mechanical Planting


